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Governor asks for resignations of board members

Chairman,other regents have no plant-to resign
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
Ron Christopher, chairman of the Murray State University Board
of Regents, said today that he and three other regents will not resign
unless President Constantine Curris also quits
"I don't plan to resign, unless it includes everybody." he said this
morning in a telephone interview. At this point it involves eight people." Christopher said that means the seven remaining stateappointed regents and Curris. But at press time, the chairman
released a statement which said,"The president should resign - not
members of the board." Full text of statement on page 2.
The chairman said this morning he has surveyed some board
members and found that three others - whom he would not name have adopted the same position. One is Jere McCuiston. who said this
morning. "I have no plans at present to resign. At the present time I
don't think it would be in the best interests of Murray." He would not
elaborate on the conditions for his resignation.
The responses come on the heels of a Tuesday request by Gov..:ohn
Y. Brown
that seven of the remaining nine regents resign from the
board. The request does not include either the faculty or student
regents.
According to Brown press aide Frank Fox, the quick resignation of
George N. King and a controversial motion passed by the board last
Friday have combined to convince the governor the only way to
restore the university is by removing the regents.
Curris was out of town this morning and could not be reached for
comment but Fox said the president has agreed not to seek a new
contract if the current board is replaced.
King resigned last week and did not attend Friday's meeting. The

Louisville businessman was appointed Ma) 1 and his term was to last
until March 31, 1987.
Brown was out of his office this morning. but Fox said King called
the governor last week and resigned because of the inability of the
MS1] board to resolve differences Following his swearing in as a
regent May 22, King abstained in the 5-4-1 vote not to renew President
Constantine Curris contract.
King has an unlisted telephone number and could not be reached
for comment.
Christopher said today he did not know King had resigned when he
was absent for last Friday's meeting He said he knew King was concerned about traveling the distance from Louisville to Murray and
added. The May meeting must have been very difficult for him "
King's phone conversation with Brown apparently prompted the
governor to contact Christopher, who said he was first contacted by
Brown's staff .uly 26. The chairman said he met with the governor
last Tuesday and was ''told what he i Brown was going to do" and
he asked me to survey the board."
"I think the governor had made up his mind without talking to all of
the people involved," Christopher said. He added that grown had
told him he talked last week with Curris and also with, what
Christopher called "the Paducah connection." He would not comment on the identity of this source, saying only that the two men were
brothers and "close friends" of Brown.
"If you know Gov. Brown's government and the way it operates,
you know who I'm talking about," Christopher said.
During the Brown-Christopher meeting, one issue covered was Friday's 5-4 passage of a motion making all new appointments interim
until .tine 30. 1983. when Curris' contract expires.

The chairman called this the one true controversial issue," between the board's two factions, and added it was blown up to appear
the board here was badly split '•
He said the leadership issue" is the only on!on which the regents
do not agree, and -since May there has been an open. wholesome.
progressive, positive atmosphere
But Regent Sara Page, Paducah, said today I don't think any institution can operate with a divided board And it's not just a surface
division, it's a difference in basic philosophy
One side wants to set broad policies and let the president carry
them out," she said "The other side thinks the board should be involved in the day-to-day operations of the university Our side wants
Murray State to be a truly regional university, dedicated to helping
all the people The other suiths committed to the community of Murray
Calloway and Marshall counties .
and they want to be in
command I don't see how the situation could be any worse than it is
now."
She said she spoke Wednesday with Brown aide Tom Ladt and told
him she would resign if the governor asked her to. But he didn't ask
me to" because he wanted to contact all regents before asking for
resignations
Page, along with Vice Chairman William Carneal of Owensboro.
and Dr Charles Howard of Mayfield, are the state-appointed regents
who have voted in favor of Curris since Feb 7, 1981, when an unsuccessful attempt was made to fire-him.
Those gubernatorially-selected regents voting against Curris since
that time have been Christopher, McCuiston, Bill Morgan of Benton
and ..erry Woodall of Lexington
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Conference committee agrees
on income tax withholding plan

PASCHALL HONORED - Mark Paschall has been named the Outstanding Young Tobacco Farmer for
August in an awards program sponsor. d in Kentucky by Philip Morris U.S.A. and the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Paschall named August winner
of Kentucky tobacco farmer award
Management skills are important to Calloway
County farmer Mark Paschall, whether in running
a local farmer's association or producing more
tobacco on fewer acres.
Staying on top of his farm operations and serving
as vice president of the Kentucky Young Farmer
Associbtion of Purchase Area, of which he was
twice president of the local chapter, are examples
of Paschall's management abilities.
Now another tribute to his skill has been made.
Paschall has been named the Outstanding Young
Tobacco Farmer for August in an awards program
sponsored in Kentucky by Philip Morris U.S.A. and
the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
The annual program honors 24 tobacco producers
under age 35 from eight tobacco-producing states
for their ability to produce top quality tobacca and
for their community involvement.
Paschall. 28, in addition to growing 6,800 pounds
of burley, also grows 16 acres of dark fire cured
tobacco and several hundred acres of doublecropped soybeans and wheat, field corn. popcorn
and milo.
"I also have some custom operations." said
Paschall. "I spread lime and fertilizer, mechanically fumigate plant beds and spray sucker control."
All his operations keep Paschall extremely busy
and produce bushels of paperwork. But, with an eye
towards innovation and a quick acceptance of proven new practices, Paschall has tamed his paper
monster with the help of the Kentucky Farm
Business Analysis Records program.
"In the analysis program, my expenses, income,
yields and management returns are compared with
an average of other farms of my type and size in my

area. Each year I get a computer printout from UK
showing me how I'm doing," he said.
Paschall is one of,85 farmers in the Purchase area
involved in the computerized farm records program sponsored by the UK College of Agriculture.
"I don't know how I'd get along without it now. It
helps me keep good records and farming is such a •
2omplicated business now that you can't do
anything without good records."
New practices Paschall has adopted in tobacco
production include baling, which he started doing
as soon as it was allowed and finds to be a great
time saver: mechanical plant bed fumigation and
synthetic plant bed covers, which save time and
labor and produce plants earlier; and get better
field wilt, and to reduce rain damage and reduce
labor.
Paschall, who farms full-time, learned much of
his business from his father, a partner in the farm
on Rt. 4, Murray. Paschall also attended Murray
State University in 1972, majoring in agriculture
and earning 45 hours of college credit. He attends
agriculture classes each fall at Murray Vocational
School where he is a member of the advisory concil
for the adult farmer program.
Paschall's wife. Laura, also attended Murray and
now is a secretary for Western Dark Fire Cured
Tobacco Growers Association. She often helps with
the tobacco operation after work and on Saturdays
Paschall thinks that tobacco farmers have room
for improvement.
•We can become more efficient by adopting more
'new techniques and labor saving practices." he
said."We need to pay more attention to details such
(Continued On Page 2)

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (
- Spurred
by President Reagan's renewed
call for a tax increase this year, a
Senate-House conference committee has agreed to require 10percent income tax withholding on
interest and dividends.
The withholding plan is a major
element of a bill passed by the
Senate that would raise a record
$98.9 billion over the next three
years in an effort to cut federal
borrowing and reduce interest
rates.
Conference negotiators also
agreed Wednesday night to reduce
the tax deduction for uninsured
personal losses, such as from fire
and theft. Beginning next year, a
deduction would be permitted only
for the portion of such losses that
exceed 10 percent of adjusted
gross income: the only limuit now
is that the taxpayer bear the first

$100 of loss.
The 15-member panel took its
first votes on the compromise taxincrease bill after Reagan met
with members of Congress to urge
its approval. The meetings were
prompted by warnings Congress
would not raise taxes in this election year unless prodded by the
president.
After the meetings, Sen. Bob.
Dole, R-Kan., who heads the
Senate-House conference, told
reporters, "I think if anybody had
any doubt about where the president stood, he's made it clear."
The withholding provision approved Wednesday night would go
into effect next Jan. 1. Banking institutions and corporations would
withhold for the government 10
percent of interest and dividends,
Just as taxes are now withheld
from wages.
Exempt from withholding would
be any account earning less than

Balanced budget
backers eye battle

House floor
But as of Wednesday. only 184 of
the needed 218 signatures
necessary for the petition to succeed had been obtained.
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.,
0-Mass., claimed the effort to bring the measure directly to the
House floor has kind of stalled."
He called the Senate-backed
amendment "a cowardly vote, an
easy way otit:"•
Sponsors of' the amendment
vowed to work to get the amendment to the floor, citing heavy
political pressure to have the issue
aired before the Nov. 3 congressional elections.
The proposed amendment
would not absolutely require a
balanced budget, but would make
it more difficult for Congress to
permit deficit spending.
If adopted by the House and
ratified by the states. the amendment would bar Congress from
spending more than the government takes in except in wartime
or unless Congress votes by a
three-fifths margin in both houses
to permits deficit.
The measure would limit Congress' ability to use taxes as a way
of balancing the budget. It would
restrict tax revenues to the same
automobile industry, a federal ap30 to 226.7 million barrels from
percentage of increase as the na226.5 million barrels in the peals court in Washington told the
tion's overall economic growth government to require all new
unless Congress specifically votes
previous week.
Industry analysts have noted a cars sold in the United States - in- to change the formula with
specific tax hikes.
softness in demand for gas this• cluding imports - be equipeed
The amendment is proving
summer, and oil companies have with air bags or automatic seat
beils by the fall of 1983.
pOlItically populai- at a time when ,
dropped their wholesale prites a
federal deficits could run to $140
bit in recent weeks. Lower
The U.S. Court of Appears. for,, bilJion or more.
wholesale prices usually are pass*nate leaders said last-minute •
ed op to the motorist in the form of the District of Colianbia ordered
that all 1984 model cars ineltide support from Democrats running
cheaper, retail prices at service
automatic seat belts or air bags as for re-election this year provided
stations.
standard equipment
the margin of victory.
In a major setback for the
By TOM FtAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP - Supporters of a proposed constitutional amendment to balance the
federal budget are predicting a
tough battle in the House after the
measure's narrow approval by the
Senate.
The proposal squeaked through
the Republican-led Senate 69-31
Tuesday, just two votes more than
the required two-thirds margin required for constitutional amendments.
The proposal, which President
Reagan is actively supporting,
now goes to the Democraticcontrolled House, where a similiar
measure has been bogged down
before the Judiciary Committee
since early this year.
The panel's chairman, Rep.
Peter Rodin°. D-N.J., is a strong
opponent of the measure and has
given no indication that he intends
to call it up for a committee vote.
Supporters are trying to circumvent his panel by petitioning to bring the amendment straight to the

Food cost hikes slow; gas supplies may cut prices
By LORRAINE CICHOWSKI
AP Business Writer
The increase in the cost of food
may be sir:awing even more than
first expected, and swelling supplies of gasoline could mean still
lower prices for motorists at the
pump.
An unofficial outlook issued
Wednesday by the Agriculture
Department said retail food prices
may go up an average of 4.9 percent this year compared with a 5.2

percent gain indicated a Month
ago.
The Agriculture Department's
official forecast calLs for food
prices to gain between 5 percent
and 6 percent this year, still down
sharply from last year's 7.9 percent increase.
Meanwhile,' -the 'American
Petroleum Institute, a trade
group, said gasoline inventories
rose slightly in the week ended .1u-
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$100 interest a year: people 65 and
oldtr' who in the previous year
paid $1,500 or less total taxes
($2,500 for a couple: and people
of any age whose tax liability was
$600 or less $1,000 or less for a
couple
The withholding provision
would produce an estimated $11.7
billion over the next three years,
mainly by collecting taxes on a
good part of the estimated 11 percent of interest and 15 percent of
dividends that now illegally
escape taxation. It is part of a
package of changes to toughen
compliance with the tax laws.
Most of the 100 provisions in the
tax bill have yet to be considered
by the conferees. These include
higher taxes on cigarettes and
telephone service; a lower deduction for medical expenses, a
tougher "minimum tax" on highincome investors and cuts in a
variety of business tax breaks.
The committee is expected to
complete work on the tax bill next
week.
Kemp, a leader in the battle for
Reagan's economic program last
year, is leading the GOP revolt
against the tax increase this year.
He has gathered the signatures of
about 80 House Republicans opposing the tax bill.

chance of rain
Today partly cloudy, hot and
humid with a 30 percent chance
of thunderstorms. High in the
lower to -mid 90s. Light
southwest winds. Tonight partly cloudy, warm and humid
with a 50 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Low in the upper 60s to lower 70s. Light south
winds. Friday partly cloudy,
hot and humid with a 60 percent
chance of thunderstorms. High
near 90. Light southwest winds.
Saturday through Monday:
Hot with scattered afternoon
thunderstorms. Highs 85 to 95.
1.0%Vs in mid 60s to low 70s.
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Kentucky senators
fighting new tax bill
WASHINGTON 1AP — Kentucky's senators are still in the
thick of the fight to stop the effort
to double the federal excise tax on
cigarettes and other tobacco products.
.. _
''It ain't over till it's over,' said
Sen. Wendell Ford who is pushing
a plan that would require a national sales tax on purchases of
luxury .items like jewelry, furs
and expensive cars
Sen. Walter "Dee- Huddleston
has an idea that calls for elunination of the deduction individual
taxpayers take on their federal
tax forms for payment of state
sales taxes.
Both plans are designed to serve
as alternatives for a Senatebacked bill that would raise $98.5
billion in additional revenue over
the next three years, the key element of which is raising the excise
tax on cigarettes from eight to 16
cents a pack. An extra $1.2 billion
would be generated next year and
a total of $5 billion during the life
of the bill as a result of the tax
hike.
A Senate conference conunitee
began work on the plan this week.
"We haven't given up yet," said
Ford. "If we can get a workable
substitute, I think we might be
able to get them { the conference
committee I to go along."
Huddleston said his plan would
raise an extra $11 billion over the
next three years.
"That figure is nothing to sneeze
at.- said Huddleston. "We could
do away with several unpopular

provisions in the bill if we chose
that alternative
Senate Finance Committee
Chairman Robert Dole said Tuesday he would be willing to remove
the cigarette-tax Increase from
the legislative package if another
source of revenue could be found.
"I know he v Dole I isn't wedded
to the cigarette tax, but right now
he hasn't gotten a viable alternative,- Huddleston said
Ford said his luxury tax idea.
such as those imposed during the
administration of President Ham
Truman, has merit

Say
buy

Murray resident
escapes injuries
A Murray resident, David Kelly,
1504 Hermitage Drive, escaped injury Wednesday afternoon when
the motorcycle on which he was,
riding collided with a vehicle
driven by Finis J. Griffin, 1527 Oxford.
The accident occurred near the
Wiswell-Martins Chapel Roads
just southwest of the city.
According to conflicting
reports, one description had Kelly
turning left when the automobile
behind struck the cyclist. Another
version had Griffin passing the
cyclist when Kelly turned left into
the vehicle.
According to a police report filed with the Murray City Police
Department, no serious injuries
were reported on either behalf.

Chairman issues reply
. EDITOR'S NOTE — The following is the text of a written statement Murray State University Board of Regents Chairman Ron
Christopher released late this morning.
"My association with Murray State University has been long and
continuous. I share with other members of the board a deep love for
Murray State University. I would never consciously do anything —
directly or indirectly — to hurt the university. I feel strongly and am
deeply convinced that the welfare of the univeristy is conditioned
upon a change in leadership. It is for these reasons, and others
hereinafter enumerated, that I am unable to accede to the governor's
request for my resignation.
"For many months, Dr. Curris has not had the confidence and support of a majority of the board of regents. No president can function
effectively in such a situation. The president should resign — not
memberaof the board.
"All board members have acted in good faith, although they have
disagreed. I have no question that each has followed the dictates of
individual conscience and placed the interest of Murray State
University over any personal considerations. Members of the board
are to be commended in this respect. The welfare of Murray State is
paramount and takes precedence over individual interests.
"Members of the board who have taken a stand in opposition to a
new contract for Dr. Curris have, nevertheless, endeavored to
cooperate with both him and other members of the board. We have
also scrupulously avoided making inflammatory statements to the
news media.
"Difficulties that have continued to arise have been occasioned not
so much by Board action ts by presidential reaction. For example,
just a few days ago the president impugned the integrity of board
members with vague and unsupported generalizations. He used the
media to accuse members of the governing board of cronyism,
nepotism, political motivation and pursuit of a course designed to impede the progress and welfare of Murray State University.
"Members of the board do not wish to run the university on a dayto-day basis. However, confronted with a situation wherein the president does not command the confidence of a majority of the board,
they have felt it necessary to look 'closely into the affairs of the
university. This will necessitate full and complete information from
the president, an obligation he owes to the board. However, some
members of the board feel that he has not always supplied this information.
"Much ado has been made about the board decision to make interim appointments. They will in no way adversely affect the successful operation of the university. Such appontments have been
made in the past and will continue to be made in the future,
regardless of who is president. Such a practice will enable the new
president to have input in the selection of top administration personnel.
"Effective progress has been made toward the selection of a new
president. The search is open and advertising has begun on a national scale. If the board is permitted to contiailywithout undue interference, the result will soon be a restoration of trust and confidence to the Murray State University campus.
"Despite a history of fear and distrust for the past few years, the
general attitude on the campus for the past few weeks has been
marked by a degree of excitement and enthusiasm — a turnabout
engendered by the instigation of the search process.
"I respect the governor and I respect the office he holds as Kentucky's chief executive. He has appointed people to the board to do a
job, yet when a majority takes action in good faith and according to
law, he now seeks their resignations.
"Regardless of the effect that his action will have on the individual
reputations of members of the Board and regardless of its effect on
the future of Murray State University, such action set dangerous
precedent for public higher education throughout the Commonwealth.
"This, in effect, would constitute a interjection of political pressure
into higher education, a step which Dr. Curris has emphatically and
vigorously denounced.
"My hope is that the governor will reconsider his position and
recognize that the majority of a duly appointed board deserves his
support, not a minority of the board nor a president whose contract
that board has already voted not to renew.-

DOWN MEMORY LANE — The tales they could tell, if only they
could talk. Several years have passed since these classics rolled
down the streets of Murray, still many people are finding enjoyment

in restoring older automobiles to their original condition.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Exercise caution in killing home insects
By DENISE FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
Getting rid of unwanted insects
in the home can be done without
hiring an exterminator, if the
right chemicals are used, say
Kentucky consumer experts.
The key is selecting the right
treatment for the right pest and
using it carefully, according to the
Louisville Better Business
Bureau.
Effective bugkillers can be
bought fairly cheaply at most
hardware stores and garden shops
in Kentucky. Cautious application
of these chemicals can save the
expense of hiring an exterminator.

Robinson cited
with new stamp
. A 20-cent commemorative
stamp honoring Jackie Robinson,
the famed American baseball
player, was issued Aug. 2 in
Cooperstown, N.Y. The first day
of issue ceremony was at the
Baseball Hall of Fame, prior to
the annual Hall of Fame baseball
game at Doubleday Field,
Jackie Robinson was the first
black man to play major league
baseball. The pioneer athlete
broke major league's baseball color barrier in 1947. when he signed
with the Brooklyn Dodgers.
Robinson was voted rookie of the

If cockroaches are the problem,
a residual spray containing lindane, baygon, diazinon, malathion
or ronnel is effective. The solution
should be sprayed around
cabinets, baseboards and entrances.
Ants can be repelled by applying a dust or spray of lindane,
malathion or diazinon. The dust
should not be used indoors, but it
can be used outside to cover ant
trails leading into the house. If
those chemicals don't work, the
bureau suggests. try ant traps
with kepone.
Silverfish are notorious pests
that hide in dark places and eat
draperies and clothing. To get rid
of them, pyrethrum or malathion
spray can be applied along the
bottom of drawers, in trunks and
in other storage areas. To complete the job, spray cracks around
baseboards, cabinets and doorways.
Crickets can be controlled with
a contact spray. Any residual
spray made for moths will do and
should be applied around closets,

baseboards aral cabinets.
Flies can sometimes be controlled with sticky pest strips. If
they're still a problem, use a
spray containing ronnel,
pyrethrum or malathion.
Fleas and ticks can invade the
home and multiply after they're
carried into the house by a pet.
While you're spraying the carpets
with malathion, have Rover
treated for these pests at the
veterinarian.
Wasps, can be dangerous, so get
rid of the ones in the house with a
flying insect spray. Then scout the
area for wasp nests, usually found
under overhangs of roofs. Give
these nests a shot of diazinon or
malathion, but only at night when
the wasps are inactive.
Termites are better left to professional exterminators, according to the bureau. While a
spray will kill the ones that
swarm, there are usually larvae
present underneath floors and
even in walls.
The trick to getting rid of mosquitoes starts outside. If there's

standing water, drain it. Foggers
can also help. Inside, fight the invasion with flying insect spray.
The bureau adds a final note of
caution: if the chemicals will be
used in the home, don't spray
them near food or kitchen
cabinets and keep them away
from children and nets.

Hundreds killed
as war continues
By The Associated Press
Lebanese police reported at
least 250 civilians killed and 670
wounded in the devastating 20hour bombardment of west Beirut
by Israeli jets, gunboats and artillery backing tank charges that
carved out new positions on three
fronts around the PLO's battered
enclave.
Israel suspended the push after
a strongly worded message from
President Reagan. But Israeli officials vowed to continue their
drive to crush the Palestine
Liberation Organization,

FLOTE-BOTE
DOES IT ALL!
FOR ALL AGES
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year in 1947 and the National
League's most valuable player in
1949. In IQ seasons with the
Dodgers, Robinson's timely hitting and aggressive base running
helped the team win six pennants
and one World Series, lie retired
after the 1956 season and engaged
in political, business and civil
rights activities. He was elected to
the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1962.
The Jackie Robinson stamp is
the fifth issue in the Black
Heritage USA Series. Previous
stamps have honored Harriet Tubman, Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr.,
Benjamin Banneker and Whitney
Moore Young, Jr. All of the
stamps were designed by Jerry
Pinkney.
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With this all weather enclosure you co
your Flote-Bote 24 hrs. a day

Correction
In the list of winners in Youth
Summer Reading Program
published on July 30 the name of
Matthew Praus should have been
listed as Matthew Price.
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There is plenty of room for your fishing buddies' gear and the big ones that don't get away.
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If you think you
can't ski behind a
Flote-Bote you're in
for a surprise.
They've great for
scuba diving and
swimming, too,
4because that big
deck is really stable.
And it burns less
fuel than most other
boats, thanks to its
efficient design.
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LOW MAINTENANCE — EASY TO OPERATED
SAFEST BOAT KNOWN
You Don't Have To Worry About Leaving Them
In The Rain — So Nice To Have
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(Continued From Page 11
as new-varieties of tobacco and pesticide application and use. Better management of time will also
help us become more efficient
His own goal for increasing tobacco production
involves better management practices.
"My goal for the next five yea r9 is to produce
more lobarc6 per acre to hold down production
costs. I am already at capacity in tobacco
acreage," he said.
"With closer marrgement and more attention to
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timeliness on things such as setting early,
sidedressing nitrogen, early topping and better
spacing in the barn for a more even cure. I feel I can
grow more tobacco on the same a mbunt of land."
Paschall, as an Outstanding Young Tobacco
Farmer, will receive $500 from Philip Moms U.S.A.
and an expezise-paid triP to Richmond. Va in
February for him and his wife In Richmond they
will meet other outstanding tobacco farmers, attend a recognition dinner and tour the Philip Moms
cigarette plant

Don McClure
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HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC.
Take 94 East out of Murray 2 miles. Turn right on 280
Panorama Shores on Kentucky take
Follow 210 for 7 miles past Bonn•r's Grocery. Take :slocktop into Panorama to first stop sig.
Turn right then left and you hove arrived.
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In the beginning there was Volkswagen And
Volkswagen beget the Toyota and the Toyota beget
the Datsun. And after a few decades, an oil crisis,
plant problems and shifts in consumer habits
Chrysler was in big trouble, and the entire
American auto industry found itself on the ropes.
Thereupon the whine of a sore loser went up in the
land. -Buy American" went the refrain; buying
foreign imports has robbed U.S. workers of their
jobs. The message was soon central to the litany of
excuses that U.S. carmakers used to disguise their
own shortcomings.
Curtail imports, save jobs - - a popular rallying
cry for any corporation. Trouble is. that while the
carmakers have been crabbing about the job-theft
of foreign competition, they've been dabbling
heavily themselves south of the border.
As the economy has soured and 250,000 American
auto workers have lost their jobs, Detroit's Big
Three have been opening assembly plants just
across the Rio Grande, paying low wages to Mexicans to assemble everything from turn signal
stalks to interior trim. Since 1979, the work force in
the factories, called maquilas, has climbed from
91.000 to 128,000. an increase of 40 percent.
Is Detroit exempt from its own advice?
I Reprinted by permission of the Philadelphia
Inquirer)

Buck passing
President Reagan and his staff are turning out to
be strict constructionists when it comes to implementing the administration's New Federalism.
One result is that Santa Barbara County in California, which has to lay on extra security every time
the president visits his mountaintop ranch, is stuck
with a bill that already has run to more than
8100.000 over the 18 months Mr. Reagan has been in
office. The feds indicate they have no intention of
paying any of it.
In classic bureaucratic fashion, a White House official put the blame elsewhere, on the 1976
Presidential Protective Assistance Act which "forbids disbursal of funds other than those appropriated to the Secret Service for the protection
of the president and others."
Whom • can we thank for such a foresighted piece
of legislation? Richard Nixon and friends, that's
who. Congress passed the law after it learned the
taxpayers had been stuck with $17 million in improvements to Nixon's two houses while he was
president. Santa Barbara taxpayers must now have
mixed feelings about the president's frequent visits.
One wrote Mr. Reagan a letter in which he recalled
-you begged the people. to send you to Washington
for four years. You were elected, and it should be a
privilege and honor for you to remain there."
(Reprinted by Permission of the Sacramento
Bee)

Military goof seen
The U.S. Navy, like most institutions, is reluctant
ot acknowledge its mistakes publicly. But the decision to release Petty Officer Darryl Summons after
he had served only eight days of a three-months
confinement sentence amounts to a tacit admission
that something went wrong in the Navy's handling
of the Ranger cases.
Whether or not higher naval authorities ever
review the entire Ranger affair — and we continue
to think they sould -- Rear Adm. Paul T. Gillcrist
deserves credit for commuting Summons' excessive punishment. In so doing. Gillcrist restored a
measure of the confidence lost in naval justice when
Summons ended up taking the rap for all of those
who shared some measure of responsibility for the
tragic death of Airman Recruit Paul Trerice.
San Diego's senior naval official also did the
Navy a favor by agreeing to support formation of a
local military-civilian council to improve relations
between the service and the minority community.
This too should help dispel some of the negative impressions left in the wake of the Ranger affair. Confronting problems head on, and before they get out
of hand, is always preferable to simply wishing they
would go away.
The Navy can hardly afford to permit doubts
about its system of justice, least of all when the impression is left in the ranks of a double standard for
officers and enlisted ratings. Similarly, a Navy
served by members of all races cannot tolerate
even the appearance of racism.
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Judge Lassiter treasures his 3-day
cruise aboard the Carrier Nimitz
With all the noise going on over in
the Middle East and with much
debate here in the states about the
possible use of U.S. Marines in a
peacemaker role in the Israeli-PLO
fracus. our local circuit judge is
keeping an eye on developments in
that part of the world.
Judge James M. Lassiter watches
every day for any mention of the
Navy's big USS Nimitz aircraft carrier being over there, because he has
a special place in his heart for the
Nimitz and her crew.
Some months ago, Jim was
privileged to spend two nights and
three days aboard the Nimitz, which
is powered by two nuclear reactors,
these need refueling about every 13
years, and provide propulsion for the
big ship as well as power for her
many support systems. Once aboard,
Jim got a rare,first-hand look at how
she operates.
He had been invited as one of four
VIPs ) Very Important Persons to be
guests of the ship's commander and
its crew for a three-day shakedown
cruise out into the Atlantic just
before it was to sail for the Mediterranean Sea.
And, today, it is quite possible that
it is still in that area, standing offshore with its complement of
Marines just in case the word comes
down for them to go in and help with
the evacuation of the Palestine
Liberation Organization Forces from
Beirut.
Jim's invitation to make the cruise
had been engineered by a Murray
boy, who, at the time, was a communication officer in the Pentagon in
Washington, Lt. Michael McCage,
son of John and Geneva Sue McCage,
1621 Keenland, and who operate the
Dairy Queen on West Main Street.
The other three guests on Jim's
cruise included the mayor of Dayton,
Ohio, the president of a national
pharmaceutical organization and a
retired Navy captain who had been
the commanding officer aboard the
carrier Midway during Vietnam war.
•••
They had been asked only to provide their transportation from their
homes to the Navy's big base at Norfolk, Va., and back again. The rest of
the time they were the guests of the
commanding officer and the crew of
the Nimitz. which is the newest and
largest of the Navy's aircraft carriers. Its over-all length of 1.092 feet
is something like a foot longer than
the second largest. the Eisenhower,
which just happened to be in the Norfolk harbor when the Nimitz sailed
with Jim aboard.
On the day they were to sail. Jim
and the other guests were picked up
at 5 a.m., and 30 minutes later were
sailing out into the Atlantic aboard
the big carrier, which has a complement of more than 5.5(S) men' That is
more people than were in the city of
Murray when Jim and I went to
school at Murray State Some years
ago.
The captain. a fellow to the name
of Richard 'I' Gaskill, assigned one of
his aides to them as their escort The
young junior officer was with them
all of their awaken hours.
They have their meals at the captain's table, and were given full run
of the ship and watched fascinated as
the Nimitz launched some of the
eight different types of aircraft it had
aboard from the ship's four
catapults.
There %ere 10 squadrons of planes
with each of the eight types designed for a specific mission aboard
The catapults accelerated even the
heaviest of the carrier's planes to
speeds of 170 miles per- hour from a
-standing start." and a ith the four
catapults aboard the ship has the
a[Alit to launch aircraft at the rate
of ()tie evert 20 seconds
During the ;110 loot catapult shot.
acceleration is controlled so no
dangerous --G- hirces are impo.sed
on the pilot or the aircraft, the' were
fold - This is significant considering
that it takes a mile liitu concrete
strip. fur a nornial land based taki.
'if'
•••
The Nimitz also introduced the lii
tergrated Catapult (..iiiitrol Station
into the fleet The station,
also known as the bubble.'' permits
added safet) and increased efficien10(111
e% in carrier launches It IN 1
point of the, new catapult control
'system, which eliminates various
reinote stations and their required it
1C11'011111111111lall01114 (1111111a OAT% all

craft launch
The ti hi'

s‘stein used on I 011e1

aircraft carriers requires the
ed planes in the mid-afternoon and at
9 and 10 p.m with the last ones getcatapult officer to stand out )01 the
ting safely back on the deck about 2
deck exposed to the elements. Under
a.m the% approach the carrier, the
adverse conitions. lie—iffiTSTT-make
decisions and evaluations which are
turn their controls over to the
critical too ,the success of the launch. - control room aboard the ship and sit
Ile must use hand signals by day and
back and let the fellows in there using
wand signals at night to signal the
their computers and scientific inoperator to control the catapult.
struments, bring the plane safely
The ICCS system has eliminated
down.
Jun got to watch this done from
many of the problems of previous
iside the control room, and described
catapult control systems. 'fhe
it as -an experience in itself." Noting
catapult officer is now removed from
the elements. Instead, he is seated a'.
that the average age of the men doing
a console inside the control station,
this appeared to be about 21. he asked
from which he determines and
their escort how the Navy found
makes critical settings and has all
young men smart enough at that
fingertips.
his
the controls at
tender age to do that. "Well, sir," the
young man replied. "we don't just
This decreases possible errors in
pick them up off the street.—
communications. In addition to a
The Nimitz's captain, himself a
catapult officer, a monitor console
Nat))) pilot, later told them that one of
operator is in each control station
•••
the hardest things he ever had to do
was to sit back and turn his controls
On .Jim's cruise, the Nimitz launch-

over to the ship as his plane anproached the flight deck for a landing. I can imagine!
Although only seven years old. the
Nirnitz alread) has played some
signilficant roles in world affairs.
It was its planes winch shot down
the two Libyan fighters, and the
helicopters involved In the ill-fated
attempt to rescue the hostages in
Iran came from its deck.
•••
Jim is a former military man
himself, so he could appreciate
everything he saw and did aboard the
Nimitz. He graduated from the
Quartermaster School at Camp Lee,
Va., during World War II -- the same
one from which I had graduated six
months earlier and served in supply with the 20th Armored Division
and Third Army in the European
campaign.

Capple• 5e.to .irrneer

letter to the editor
Dear Editor:
You may not use this letter in our
wonderful hometown paper as I am
what some people call an outsider. I
was born and raised in Detroit,
Mich., and lived there for 41 years. I
moved to Murray some time ago and
I am here to stay. I LOVE Murray
and I'm proud of the way it has
grown since I first saw it in 1969.
My reason for writing is to ask a
question of our town officials. Why
doesn't Murray have fun things for
our young people to do in this fine city? We have Murray State and that
means a lot of free time for some
students and we have a lot of young
people out there that have free time.
We have those who travel to Benton
for Tator Day and Paris, Tenn. for
their fish fry, and so on.
I sat one evening watching TV
news. I saw big crowds of people at
Benton having a BALL for two days
and doing things like pushing outhouses down the street in a race and
kids riding vacuum cleaners in a
race. They were having good old
fashion fun.
Are the people who run things here
so old that they can not remember
what it is like to be young and want to
have fun? Why do our kids have to
travel to other towns and spend their
money there all the time when we
could have FUN DAYS right here in
Murray? Why can't we get started
here? Can you tell us that we could
not use the money.made from FUN
DAYS for our parks or something as
that is what Benton is doing.
I know 'We have all kinds of
baseball games but that gets stale
after awhile unless you have friend
or family on the team. If someone
like me can think of a lot of things to
do for FUN DAYS then I know you
there in high places can come up with
even better ideas. I do realize it is too
late for this year. But this will take a
lot of good hard planning that takes
time so come on there BIG WHEELS

and get going on FUN DAYS for Murray!!!
We can start now to get things rollmg and prove we care about our
young and young at heart. Just
remember the good old days when
money was short and time was long
as it is now and we can still be as full
of fun as we were then.

There may be others that agree
with me so let those people know we
want our children to enjoy Murray as
well as Benton or any other town that
attracts our young and their money
Wannetta Weatherbee
B-3 Coach Estates
Murray, Ky. 42071

looking back
Ten years ago
A plan to locate a Speech and Hearing Rehabilitation Center on the rampus of Murray State University got
the stamp of approval from the
school's Board of Regents yesterday.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Anna
M. Hicks, 85. and Mrs. Robbie Wilson
Culpepper.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis Smith,
Rt. 2, Kirksey, were honored at a dinner in celebration of their 67th wedding anniversary. They were married July 30, 1905.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Ford and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Ray. both on
Aug. 2.
Robert Louis Hurt, son of Mr and
Mrs. Ted Leon Hurt, was presented a
830 scholarship by Murray Optimist
Club. Norris Gorrell. scholarship
chairman, made the presentation.
Twenty years ago
Road contracts to be let by the Ken. tucky Highway Department include
eonstruction of Squire Adams Road.
$140,000, blacktopping of Penny
Road, $43,000; and blacktopping of
Kirksey-Backii.sburg Road,824,000.
ROTC Cadet Robert S. Young will
receive his commission as a Second
Lieutenant in United States Army
when he completes 1962 Summer

ROTC Camp at Fort Bragg, N.C.
The family of Mr and Mrs. Hoyt
Cleaver. Sr.. was all present on July
29 to help Mr. Cleaver celebrate his
62nd birthday.
Dr. Hillis McKenzie of Marshall.
Mo., was a recent guest of his
parents, the Rev. and Mrs. Henry
McKenzie.
Thirty years ago
County Agent S.V. Foy said an
educational meeting on construction
and use of silos for saving feed in the
present drought emergency will be
Aug. 7 at Murray Training School.
Approximately 100 boys from Murray, Kirksey and Hazel are attending
the three-day encampment of
Woodmen of the World at Mammoth
Cave National Park. W.O. Conner is
commander and Robert Bazzell,Stub
Wilson, Joe H. Spann. T.C. Collie and
T.B. Scruggs are sponsors.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Allbritten, July 29,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. R.W. Dick, July 30, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Cravens. Aug. 1.
Mary. Sue Rose. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cary Rose. and Holmes
Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs. H.H.
Dunn, were Married Aug 1 at the
Rose home.
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Bill Teuton speaks at women's club meeting,.
plans finalized for benefit luncheon Aug. 13
8W Teuton, executive Chamber of Commerce, Business and Profesvice president of Murray- was guest speaker at the sional Women's Club.
The club met at the new
Calloway County Jul) 15th meeting of the
Commerce Centre after
having dinner at the
•
Boston Tea Party. Mr.
Teuton was introduced by
Betty Lou Hill, club vice
president.
Plans were finalized by
the club for the fourth annual salad luncheon to be
Friday, Aug. 13, from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of First
ONLY
Baptist Church, South
Fourth Street.
Tickets may be purchased from any club
Good Through Aug 7th
member, according to
WITH
Kathy Hodge, president.
The club also will sell
COUPON
pecans for the Thanksgiving and Christmas
Chestnut St Murray 153 0045
holidays. Anyone wishing

COUPON

Large
Hamburger
French Fries
Med. Coke

T.J.'s BAR-B-Q

to place advant.:e orders
now may contact any
club member.
Members of the Executive Committee —
Mrs. Hodge, Ms. Hill, Anna Bailey, Carrie Beale
and Brenda Green —
were in charge of the July
meeting.
Other members present were Minnie Craig,
Sara Harrell, Vicki
Jones, Cheryl Lindsey,
Tot McDaniel, Beverly
Nance, Rubye Pool,
Mildred Ragsdale, Betty
Riley, Ola Mae Roberts,
Brenda Rowland, Doris
Rowland, Madelle Talent
and Bobbie Waters.
Cathy Hulse was a
guest of Ms. Nance and
Linda Shepard of Mrs.
Jones.
•
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Steele-Rogers wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Barry I.
Steele, Murray. announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Tarruny
Lynn, to Barry Keith
Rogers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Rogers. Rt. 1,
Farmington.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Hill,
Madison Heights, Mich.,
and of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard A. Steele, Jensen
Beach, Fla.
Miss Steele, a 1981
graduate of Murray High
School, is employed at
Peking Restaurant, Murray.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs. Bennie
Finney of Farmington
and of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
Rogers of Mayfield.
He is a 1982 graduate of
Tommy Lynn Steele
Calloway County High
to marry Barry Keith Rogers
School and is employed at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Murray.
3, at 7:30 p.m. at Col- at the Holiday Inn, Mur- tend the ceremony and
the reception. Only outThe double ring dwater Baptist Church, ray.
All friends and of-town invitations will be
ceremony will be per- Coldwater.
formed on Friday, Sept.
A reception will follow relatives are invited to at- sent.

Coming community events are scheduled
Thursday, Aug.5
Murray Women of
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall. .
—
"Damn Yankees!" will
be presented by Community Theatre at 8 p.m.
in Playhouse in the Park,
Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information
call 759-1752.

Ir

Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Joe's Family Restaurant.
Friday,Aug.6
Memorial Baptist
Church Puppeteers will
present a program at 8:30
p.m. at Piney Cam-

7 10. 9.1.111 • 2 1..1 Sat
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TIN AIRPLANE Of HOSPITALS

Friday, Aug.6
pground, Land Between
the Lakes.
Wranglers Riding Club
will ride at 7:30 p.m. at
the club.
Westside Baptist
Church will have a family
picnic at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior
Citizens.
Community Theatre
will present "Damn
Yankees!" at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in the Park at
Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information
call 759-1752.

Saturday, Aug. 7

Friday. Aug. 6
pin.
Kentucky Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins will
speak at dedication of
University farm signs at
I p.m. on site near dairy
barn on College Farm
Road.

Ladies Full Gospel
Fellowship of MurrayCalloway County will
meet at 9 a.m. at Triangle
Square and round danc- Inn.
ing is scheduled at 7:30
p.m. at Lynn Grove
Final production of
Skating Rink building.
"Damn Yankees!" by
Community Theatre will
Saturday, Aug. 7
be at 8 p.m. at Playhouse
Anonymous
Alcoholics
in Park, Murray 8
at
meet
will
and Alanon
Calloway County Park.
p.m. at western portion of
Exposition
Livestock and
Murray Alumnae
Center.
Association of Kappa
Delta Sorority will meet
Square and round danc- at I p.m. at home of Jan
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at Schorr, 409 North Sixth
Woodmen of World Hall.
St., Mayfield.

South Pleasant Grove
Events in Lhnd Bet- Homemakers Club will
ween the Lakes will in- have a family picnic at
chide Cosmos: The 6:30 p.m. at home of
Voyage to the Stars at 8 Clara Brandon.
p.m. at Golden Pond
Summer Celebration
Visitors Center and Night honoring new personnel
Visual at 8:30 p.m. at
1.1
2 00 Sat Sun
in Murray School System
Woodlands Nature will be from 6 to 8 p.m. on
Center.
front lawn of Murray
Twilight Golf with Mr. Middle School, Eighth
and Mrs. Dick Orr as and Main Streets. The
chairmen will be at Z.:30 public is invited.
p.m. at Murray Country
Summer Supper Sale
Club.
will be at 6 p.m. at Inc•ntr•I center 753-3314
Oaks Country Club will dependence United
have twilight golf at 5:30 Methodist Church.
Torau;1
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We're happy to
announce that
Gena Lovett,
bride-elect of Dan
Ryan, has chosen
her decorating accessories from our
gallery of gifts.
Gena and Dan will
be married
September 11.
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Number (502) 759-4080
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Events in Land Between the Lakes will include The Owl and the
field at Woodlands
Nature Center and
Gospel Sing at The
Homeplace-1850, both at 2
p.m.

FRIDAY
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SATURDAY, AUG. 7
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Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Drawing for hunting blind sites at Bear
Creek Waterfowl
Management Unit at
Stewart County High
School at 10 a.m. with
registration to begin at 7
a.m.: Snakes Alive at 2
p.m. and Squirrel Hunting Tactics and Gear at 2
p.m., both at Woodlands
Nature Center.
Sunday, Aug.8
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Holland will be honored a
reception in celebration
of 63rd wedding anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Community Room, North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Between the Rivers
Homecoming will be at
Old Fenton Airstrip, east
of Eggner's Ferry Bridge
on Highway 68. Each one
should bring food and
lawn chair.

753-4567
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Annual cleaning of
Hendon Cemetery in
Land Between the Lakes
will be today.
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"See our bargains on the sidewalk"
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Open 8:00•Start 8.30
The Senior Snatch (R)
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Sims-Bunch vows said at Las Cruces
Cruces, and isay Burro tl
cousin from Phoenix.
Ariz.
Mrs. Odell was attired
in a floor length lavender
gown with empire waist
and accordion pleats. A
tulle cape featured split
sleeves.
The bridesmaids wore
identical gowns in a
lighter shade of lavender.
The attendants wore
lavender carnations in
their hair and carried
smaller versions of the
bridal bouquet.
Jennifer Sims of Ponca
City, cousin of the bride,
was flower girl. She wore
a white dotted swiss, long
dress with a three-tiered
skirt, accented with
lavend'er bow and
streamers. She had
lavender carnations in
her hair and carried a
white wicker basket of
lavender, blue and white

imes

ed

The rings were carried
on a white lace pillow by.
Johnny Odell of 1.as
Cruces, cousin of the
bride. He wore a black
tuxedo with tails and ruffled shirt.
Jon Byrain of White
Sands Missile Base, Las
Cruces, was best man.
Jeff Cowl and Chuck
Mellor, also of the Missile
Base, were groomsmen
The groom wore fulldress black tails with a
black-trimmed ruffled
shirt. His boutonniere
was a white carnation.
The attendants wore grey
tuxedoes with lavendar
carnations.
Candlelighters were
Verna Odell, Las Cruces,
cousin of bride, and Dean
Sims, Ponca City, brother
of bride.
Miss Odell wore a light
blue floor length gown

blue carnations. Mr. Sims
wore a light blue tuxedo
and had a blue carnation
boutonniere.
Karen Honey of
Phoenix. Ariz., cousin of
the bride, presided at the
guest book.
Reception
A reception followed in
the church fellowship
hall.
The bride's table.
covered with white lace
over lavender, held the
bride's bouquet and a
four-tiered cake with a
silver fountain punch
bowl.
On the groom's table, a
chocolate cake was
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The bride's aunt, Mrs
Wedding vows uniting trimmed headpiece.
She carried a bouquet Gay Odell, was matron of
Miss Carolyn C. Sims and
E. Dale Bunch were of white, lavender and honor. Bridesmaids were
solemnized in a June blue carnations with mat- Jolene Ferguson, Las
ceremony in the Loma ching streamers.
Heights Assembly of God
Fri. flour. Thurs.
Church, Las Cruces,
Open 7:45
N.M.
The bride's uncle, the
•Start 8. 15
Rev. John R. Odell, officiated at the 6 p.m. double ring candlelight service. Debbie Dugas.
organist, presented a'program of music.
Parents of the bride are
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert F.
Sims, 3105 Whippoorwill.
Ponca City, N.M. The
groom is the son of Mark
Randall of Murray.
•
The white kneeling
before
bench, centered
the candelabra arch, was
flanked with heartshaped and spiral
candelabra decked with
greenery and lavender
and blue silk bows
Baskets of blue and
lavender silk flowers also
were placed on each side
Hurricane lamps with
blue candles and blue
bows marked the pews.
The bride
The bride chose a gown
featuring a Queen Anne
neckline, bodice and
sleeves of chantilly lace
accented with pearls. The
skirt of double-tiered
tulle over satin extended
into a chapel train. Her
two-tiered, fingertip veil
was attached to a pearl-

THE LAST
WEIGHT LOSS
PROGRAM
YOU'LL EVER
NEED.
CALL
753-002y

INSIDE:
ALL UNIFORMS

Mon.-Fri. 8-5:30
Sot. 10-2

The Village

CHEECH and CHONG
take a cross country trip...
and wind up in some
very funny joints.

FRAMERS GALLERY
The Village
6

7 1

Tuesday is $5.00
A Carload

011

SUPER SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE

DRESSES
JUNIORS • MISSYS'HALF SIZES
Reaular 30.00 to 80.00 Values

coo
99
. IP

6

Friday 8, Saturday

SATURDAY
9:30-5:00

Sidewalk Sale

'
si$1 .00 TABLES

Coats &
Jackets

20% OFF

Layaway Now And Save
753-8301
Oven 9-6 Mon.-Sat , Fri. 9 to 8

Center
851

it 7he

COPY AVAILABLE

SAoppon9
pia MS

MISTY HARBOR®

LINGERIE

Regular 86 00 rs, 96 00 v dues

y3

SUMMER STYLES

SUMMER STYLES

TUBE TOPS

BELTS

JEWELRY

3 OFF

TO
'

SI•1

•A

COLORFUL

•
'
0
.
5'
,
010

ALL SUMMER

SHOES
65 X V-Aurs

,.8
9A.
R.,

Rawl... 3CO to 7 OD Values

2 PRICE

NOW

/ OFF
2
3

NOW

/210 2/3 OFF

SUMMER STOCK CLEARANCE

BILLFOLDS
lA

2/3 OFF

ENTIRE STOCK

SUMMER

UMBRELLAS

SWIMSUITS
SPORTSWEAR

:0 OC Valve,

PRICE

SUNVISORS8

Boys 8, Girls (Winter)

LOUNGEWEAR

•

.•800,5 00

50

Orin

RAINCOATS by

NOWOF
30") F

Honest to Goodness Bargains

35% OFF

OFF

SIRROITS
SIDEWALK SALE!

First Feature
Repeated Fri. Sat

Boys & Girls
Summer Merchandise

20%

753-6048

641 N. Murray, Ky.
753-0020

LIVE ON THE
SUNSET STRIP

50
J G. 7

SIDEWALK SALE
*All Sportswear 1 / 2 price and less
•Jewelry $1.00 and less
*Accessories 1 / 2 price and less
'Large selection of uniforms 1 / 2
price
*Several styles Nurse Mate Shoes
1 / 2 price

JET
CENTER.

Mr. and Mrs. E. Dole Bunch
married of Assembly of God Church

ft.u) Sulu and Jennifer
Ponca City. Mark Randall of Murray. father of
groom; the Rev and Mrs.
Charley Odell, Dawn and
Dana. Wright City. Okla.:
Mr and Mrs. Randy
Krue, Idabel. N.M.
Rehearsal dinner
A rehearsal dinner in
the church fellowship hall
was catered by the
women of the church.
Other events included a
miscellaneous shower by
Devona Striplin and
Jolene Ferguson at
church fellowship hall,
and a personal shower by
Ella Odell and Jolene
Ferguson at the home of
Gay Odell.
-!

SPECIALTY SHOP

1

IF YOU

COULD
LOSE WEIGHT
BY YOURSELF
YOU
WOULD HAVE
BY NOW.

art-uroterl %lit: a garden
scene and miniature
bride and groom
statuette.
Assisting were Mary
and Levi Avillar and
Jackie Stringer.
The couple left for a
wedding trip to Albuquerque,and are now residing
at 700 California 13. Las
Cruces, N.M.
The bride will graduate
in August from the International College of
Business. The groom is a
military policeman in the
Army, stationed at White
Sands Missile Base
Special guests included
Mrs. Ella Odell, grandmother of the bride. Mrs.

ahd tidd ssrstLrouquetol

dfli,A1011,

.O.V.I.AT

1 2 PRICE
/
DECORATIVE HAIR

ACCESSORIES

STRAW HATS
Regukor 5 X

P4.),10/

1 2
/

FAMOUS NAN

BRAS
99 499
&

3

OFF

dues

1"each

,

o 16 00 Values
8 00,

TO 2/3

99CONLY

ENTIRE STOCK

FASHION FAIR",

SUMMER STYLES

SUNGLASSES

COSMETICS

HANDBAGS

,SIT
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NOW

400 or. tS CO Yoh..

NOW 1/3

•
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datebook

Assets.1

Newborn odmisions, dismissals released by hospital

Medical group will meet
Kentucky Lake Chapter of the American Association of Medical Assistance will have its regular
meeting on Tuesday. Aug 10. at 7.30.p.m in third
floor classroom at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
Freddie Pigg, sales representative with William
T Stover, Inc., will be the guest speaker

Exhibit to be at festival
A large variety of arts and crafts will be exhibited
at the 1982 Labor Day Arts and Crafts Festival at
the Fenton Activities Area in Land Between the
Lakes on Highway 68 just east of the Eggner's
Ferry Bridge. Among the many handmade items
will be soft-sculpture, wood crafts, ceramics,
leather, stonework, quilts, tole painting, oil, watercolors and stone ground meal.
Several local bands will provide country and
bluegrass music throughout Saturday and Sunday
All You Can Eat" Fish Fry is
afternoons. An
scheduled on Saturday. Sept. 4. from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. Visitors may want to bring lawn chairs. For information contact Kentucky's Western Waterland,
Rt. 1. Grand Rivers,Ky. 42045 or call 1-362-4282.

;-30-82
Newborn admissions
Karen Puckett and
baby boy. Box 18. Dexter
Deborah Cook and baby.
girl, Rt. 1. Hazel
Dismissals ,
Ricky N. Rushing, 611
S. Market, Paris, Tenn.;
Sabrina Ann Kirk, Rt. 8;
Alma J. Duke, Rt. 8, Benton; Dorothy A. Hall, Rt.
1, Gilbertsville; Timothy
P. Wallin, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Bonnie L. Bear, A11 Fox Meadows; Walter
B. McWherter, 123 Gordon, Paris, Tenn.
R.W. Blakely, 1514
Glendale Road; Ned E.
Edwards, Rt. 2; Donna C.
McWane, Rt. 3, Calvert
City; Earl Lynn Phillips,
1523 Beckett Dr.; Peggy
D. Paschall, 216 Jones

St., Puryear, Tenn.;
Mary Ruth Bell, Rt. 1,
Almo; Suzanne M.
Vance, 1550 Oxford.
Margie A. Winchester,
Rt. 8; Devin D. Kerr,
Almo; Carmen E.
Shelton, Rt. 5; Imogene
B. Hughes, 1502 Canterbury; Dora F. Houser,
Rt. 1, Benton; Eula M.
Armstrong, Rt. 6,
Mayfield; Rhupayne L.
Adams expired t Rt. 3.
Adults 124
Nursery 12
7-31-82
Newboan admissions
Karen Wilson and baby
boy. Rt. 1, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.
Pattie Aleott and baby
girl,805 Guthrie.
Tracy Willoughby and

baby
Courts

boy. 605 College

Dismissals
Garvie Josephine
Robinson, 30 Riviera;
Tracy A. Bensen and
baby girl, Rt. 1,
Mansfield, Tenn.;
Geraldine C. Sykes, Box
935, Paris, Tenn.; Karl G.
Strode, Rt. 6; Laurie A.
Mott, Rt. 2.
Mary Jane Skinner, 120
Spruce; Gary D. Worthem, Rt. 1; Howard I..
Koen, Sr., Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Kevin
R. Gassum, 1101 Main
St.; Emma L. Love, Rt. 4,
Hickman. .
Hafford Ballard Robinson, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Charles H. Irvin,
Rt. 1, Hazel; Mary A.
Venezia, 10512 Poplar,

NE., St. Petersburg, boy, 671 Elm, Calvert Ci- McClain, 522 Broad St.;
Fla.; Rame E. Pierce,
Farmington; Odessa B.
Stubblefield, 716 Poplar
St.
Clarice G. McDaniel,
Rt. 3; Ernest E. Huffman, Rt. 5; Beatrice E.
Futrell, Fern Terrace;
Brooks Radford Windsor,
Rt. 7; Albert F. Lencki,
Rt. 6.
Adults 130
Nursery 10
8-1-82
Newborn admissions
R. Jill Travis and baby

We are Open
Sunday'1-6
for your shopping
convenience.

Quarter Lb. Pure Ground

Beef Patties

A potluck luncheon for all ladies in both Section
One and Two of Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray
Country Club will be Tuesday, Aug. 10, at 11:30 a.m.
on the patio of the club house. All ladies should bring a covered dish. For information call Mug
Rigsby, 759-1378.
Lineup for Section Two for Tuesday play at 9:30
a.m. is as follows: Court One — Lana Smith, Cathy
Young, Ruth Pickens and Kay Ray; Court Two —
Mug Rigsby. Sandy Brannon, Laura Miller and
Marilyn Adkins; Court Three — Nancy Fandrich,
Annie Knight, Barbara Malinauskas and Ann Uddberg; Court Four — Ann Haney, Cathy Mattis,
Sheila Grogan and Judy Latimer.

Ruth Krider dismissed
Ruth Krider of Murray recently was dismissed
from Henry County General Hospital, Paris, Tenn

14 Lb. Box $2016

Choice

Rib Eye Cut to order while you wait

69

lb. $4

Famolare
Rubber Back

Choice

Ib.$229

Minute Steak
Frosty Acres

Baby Limas

20 lb $ 1 759

Frosty Acres Purple Hulled
201b.

"Great For Beach
or Swimming Pool

1 533

9
$ 1 53
•

20 lb

Richard A. Baker, son of Mrs. Charles M. Baker
and the late Mr. Baker, 1207 Crestwood Place, Murray, has been promoted to ,the rank of technical
sergeant in the United States Air Force. He is a
communications technician with the 1964th Communications Group at Ramstein Air Base, West
Germany. Mr. Baker is a 1969 graduate of Murray
High School.

$24

Sizes 61'2 - 13

Sil 6'°

Cut & Wrapped Free
Phone Your Orders In

)29
20 lb $

225 To 300 Lbs.

Wholesale & Retail Meat

Dustin Michael Farmer born

GIBSON HAM CO.

Mr. and Mrs. Mic-FaeFF-armer,-Mayfield, are the
parents of a son. Dustin Michael, born Sunday, July
25. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Sam Perry of
Sedalia and Mr. and Mrs. James Farmer,
Pryorsburg.

/Woo 753 1501
NOUNS;7.00 5700 M...-O,.

07 N. Jr!! Si.

Work Boots
$33
Men's Lace Up 8"

1 35

Men's Dress &
Casual Shoes

25

$

Work Boots

All Leather

New Shipment of
Men's Leather

$ 14-$16-$18
New Shipment of
ladies Casuals

$

1995

Half Boots S o)J Famolare
Men's Tennis Shoes

Mi Ac:eet Feed
Straps

Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray

Men's Boots
Acme Dingo Levi,
Texas, Durango

Frosty Acres White

Richard Baker promoted

$595

Pro Keds

Frosty Acres Breaded

Okra
Potatoes
Choice Sides Of Beef

Shoes
$895

New Shipment
ladies Leather

Frosty Acres

20 lb

Good Selection
Of Summer

Sandals

Plus Many More Varieties Of Vegetables

Peas
Black Eye Peas

Dismissals
Margaret L. Reeder.
B3 Murray Manor;
Regina Hale and baby
girl, Rt. 8; Brenda C.
Morris and baby boy, RI.
3; Phyllis K. Wrye and
baby boy, Rt. 6; Teresa
D. Kali and baby girl, Rt.
1, Springville, Tenn.;
Jerry A. Herndon, Rt. 3.
Judith A. Walker, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Jennifer A.

Terry L. Underhill, Rt. 8;
Harry E. Recker, 65 Bee
Creek; Amy Ellois Robeson, Ht. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Betty A. Jones,
Rt. 3.
James Robert Ivey,
New Concord; Jean I.
Green, 313 South 13th St.;
Raymond A. Redden, Rt.
2, Wingo; James Clifton
Robinson, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Tommy D.
Workman, Rt. 1; Louis R.
Sales I expired), 629
Broad St.

„
Factory Discount
Shoes

Hot Summer Specials

Tennis group'plons event

ty.
Benita Smith and baby.
boy, Ill Spruce St.

753-9419
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Jordache, Bata Leather
Kangaroo Leather & Pony Leather
16th & Main

Jor

Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Sun. 1-6

SALE EXTENDED DUE TO DELAY IN GRAND OPENING

MICHELSON JEWELERS SAYS,
,G001:0
Murray,
l
y

DyvErMrurra

y,

Ky.

TO THE BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

°A
50
OFF

Yes, August 1st, 1982 we'll be moving to the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center in Murray
& we're going out with a bang
HURRY
we'd rather sell our inventory
FOR BEST
Clusters, Solitaires, Bridal Sets,
than move it
SELECTIONS!
Wedding Bands, Cocktail Rings,
AT LEAST
Sapphire & Rubies With Diamonds,
Pendents & Diamond Earrings!H

0

ALL DIAMONDS

OFF
ALL 14K. CHAINS,

CHARMS & BRACELETS!!'
•

5041A
OFF

i: A
5OFF

OFE111b.

ALL ASSORTED JEWELRY
14K Earrings Fashion Jewelry
Key Chains Necklaces
Krementz Fine Jewelry
& Ari Carved
Wedding Bands
et•-

ST

ALL FAMOUS NAME
WATCHES
Seiko...Citizens...
Whittenauer...
BUY NOW
FOR ALL FUTURE
GIFT OCCASIONS

"NOTHING HELD BACK' ALL BANK CARDS ACCEPTED
.90 DAY CHARGES(50% DOWN)•90 DAY LAYAWAY(20% DOWN)

itC
•

MICHELSON JEWELERS
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY, KY.
OPEN DAILY 10.00 TIL 6:00 FR1DAY NIGHT TIL SOCN

4

•KEEPSAKE FXCI UDED

far
'

BEST
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Jones-Roy vows said at club house
Miss Vicki Marie
Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. I. Derrell
Jones, Ocala, Fla., was
married to Kevin Alan
Ray. son of Mr and Mrs.
Rob Ray of Murray.
The double ring
ceremony was solemnized on Friday, June 25, at 6
p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The Honorable David C.
Buckingham officiated.
A program of nuptial
music was presented by
Mrs. John White, pianist,
and Mrs. Vernon Shown,
soloist.
The vows were said
before the stone fireplace
which was banked with
ferns. The mantle was
flanked with white
gladioli, white fuji mums
and leather leaf ferns
backed with lighted
candles. White satin bows
with ivy marked the
family pews.
The bride
The bride, escorted by
her father and given in
marriage by her parents,
wore an antebellum gown
of chiffon and chantilly
lace, styled with a
scooped neckline featuring appliqued chantilly
lace and shepherdess
sleeves.
The skirt was designed
with a chiffon overskirt
and tiers of lace forming
deep flounces that swept
into a chapel train. The
headpiece was a fingertip
length veil of embroidered chantilly lace.
The flat mantilla style
cap was accented with
lace and seed pearls.
The bride carried a silk ..
bouquet of white roses,
white phalaenopsis orchids and peach and blue
gypsopllialia.
Attending the bride as
maid of honor was Miss
Tammy Cheatorn, Ocala.
The bridesmaid was Miss
Robyn Ray, sister of the
groom.
Miss Cheatom and Miss
Ray wore identical floor
length dresses of blue

Engagement of couple announced

Mr and Mrs Wayne
Bennett of Murray announce the engagement
of their daughter. Kathy
Ann, to Joseph Patrick
Benson, son of Mr and
Mrs. Joseph P Benson of
Dwight. 111.
Miss Bennett is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Jessica Quackboerner of
Port Charlotte, Fla., and
of Mrs Bertha Bennett of
Reynoldsburgh, Ohio.
The bride-elect is a 1978
graduate of Murray High
School. She is employed
as a secretary at Caterpillar Tractor Co. at Pontiac, Ill.
Mr. Benson is the
grandson of Mrs. Julia
Small of Chicago, 111.
The groom-elect is a
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Alan Roy
1975 graduate of Dwight
Township High School.
voile, trimmed with lace buffet after the reception. Weatherly and Roy A. He is employed as a
salesman for Frito lay,
over taffeta. They carThe event was at the Weatherly.
Inc. of New Lenox, Ill.
ried nosegays of blue Hopkins residence and
Mr. and Mrs. Hunt
The wedding is being
roses and daisies with was for members of the Smock opened their cotmatching blue wedding party, out-of- tage on Kentucky Lake to planned for July 1983.
streamers.
town guests and im- honor the couple. An
Barry Wells served as mediate family.
afternoon of swimming,
best man for Mr. Ray.
Following the buffet the skiing and boating was
Richie Richardson was new Mr. and Mrs. Ray followed by a barbecue
groomsman.
left for a cruise to the dinner. Fifteen couples
Chapter M of Murray
Ushers were Brent Hat- Bahamas.
were present. Other P.E.O. met in the home of
cher, David Kennedy,
Rehearsal dinner
hostesses were Ms. Jo Mrs. Harry Sparks on
Randy Orr and David
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Ray. Crass, Ms. Jean Hurt, Kentucky Lake for the
Taylor.
parents of the groom, Ms. Mary Jane Jackson, July meeting. Mrs.
Mrs. Kris Robbins were hosts for the rehear- Mr. and Mrs. Bobby N.
presided at the guest sal dinner at the Dakota Crawford, Dr. and Mrs.
register.
Feed and Grain Hal Houston and Mr. and
The wedding was Restaurant. The couple Mrs. Fred Wells.
directed by Mrs. John A. presented gifts to their atAn open house to honor
Gregory, Jr.
tendants.
the couple was at the
Reception
Bridal events
home of Mr. and Mrs.
A reception followed
Several bridal parties Walter Apperson. Other
the ceremony. Mrs. Jerry have been given in honor hosts were Mr. and Mrs.
Applicants are now beL. Hopkins was director.
of the couple.
Tommy Alexander, Mr. ing accepted for the West
Serving the guests were
An afternoon tea was and Mrs. James H. Kentucky Preliminary of
Miss Laura Martin, Miss given at the University Boone, Mr. and Mrs. the American National
Mary Smock, Miss Branch of the Bank of Thomas Emerson, Mr. Talent Search. This is
Lanette Hopkins, Miss Murray. Hostesses were and Mrs. William Furger- designed to find children
Leslie Hopkins, Mrs. Kris Mesdames O.B. Boone, son, Mr. and Mrs. Johnie for television commerRobbins and Mrs. Harold Buddy Buckingham, McCage and Mr. and cials, catalog-print Work,
Jones.
Eurie Garland, John A. Mrs. Wells Purdom,Jr.
fashion modeling,etc.
Wedding buffet
Gregory, Kenneth HarA surprise personal
Mrs. Henry Richard- rell, Charles Homra, shower was given for the
There is no charge to
son, Mrs. Jerry Hopkins, Jerry Hopkins, Robert V. bride 'at home of Ms. participate in a local
Mrs. Harold Jones and Johnson, Harold Jones, Jayne Mayfield.
preliminary, and there
Mrs. John Weatherly, Donald Keller, Gene Lanaunts of the groom, were dolt, Joe McCoart, Henry
hostesses for a wedding Richardson. John

Kathy Ann Bennett,
engaged to Joseph Patrick Benson

Program about Chino presented at meeting
Harlan Hodges was
cohostess.
Mrs. William S. Major
was speaker. Dressed in
a 50-year-old Chinese

costume, she talked
about China and showed
articles she had purchased in her recent travels
there.

West Kentucky Preliminary Talent •
Search being conducted in the area
are no entry fees. This is
not a beauty pageant and
the applicants do not perform a talent.
Officials said "A child
is simply required to be a
'Child.' The more natural
and real a child . is, the
better the chances for
success. The child must
be friendly, cooperative,
manageable, not too
dependent on Mother and

have a great smile."
This is open to boys and
girls, infants through 12
years old. Entries must
be received by Monday,
Aug. 9.
For information call or
write Linda A. Carroll,
local director,11-443-1376,
3740 Carmel Ln., Rt. 8,
Box 541, Paducah, Ky.
42001.

IN STORE BANK
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

RESTAURANT SHOPPERS!
For Your Shopping pleasures the
GOLDEli
Golden Corral Has just
CORRAL issued its Weekly Shopping Guide
I artvly Steak Vicvse

iAtko
COW

(NO COUPONS NECESSARY)

Beef Tips, Rice & Mushroom Gravy
& Our 35 Item Salad Bar
BOTH FOR ONLY $

0,100
Q0s

99

For Dining With Us Between
The Hours Of 3 p.m. & 10 p.m.
Everyone with a meal purchase gets a FREE!
35 Item Salad Bar

Save big on this big sounding
Kimball Console piano now at special
prices. Because we bought big we
can offer you special discounts right
now. It's an outstanding value you
can't afford to miss, but don't delay.
These special discounts won't
last long.

U.S.D.A. Choice 5 oz. Sirloin ONLY $229
With Salad Bar
ONLY
8 oz. Chop Sirloin, Choice of Potato, Texas
Toast, Mushroom Gravy and/or Onions &
Peppers, 35 Item all you can eat Salad Bar.
$399

Prpenoal

Tremendous Savings On These Kimball Pianos and Organs Too!

ALL FOR ONLY

The Krmball Whitney Swell 15
rnae in the Kimbell tracklon ot
musical excellence Th tradrtior
es maintained by expert craftsrfwISNO exclusive features like
Me unlock brxk tram resists set
ling and holds pvp5en tuning
Al Kimbar cabinet fmrsPro
sceciai an the final 51K • •
wiling you vatit hue her.'
icnnlI s traitor

Tne Kimball Superstar
Organ a two mar ual organ
with easy play Natures
that let you enjoy the Mall
of music WOW the agony
01 practice. It II make you
a star tor less

Two Can Dine
2-7 oz. Sirloins, 2-35 Item Salad Bars
$

UtL $432

NOW $1395.00
Reg $199500

YOU SAVE $1.29

2 Drinks

99

ONLY

The speaker gave each
one present a Chinese
bookmark.
Mrs. Major was introduced by Mrs. A.B.
Titsworth.
Chapter officers present were Mrs. John
Twomey. president; Mrs.
Edward Nunnelee, both
of Mayfield, Mrs. Major
and Mrs. Frank A. Stubblefield.
A luncheon was served
at tables appointed with
wild flower arrangements.
Sixteen members were
present. Daughters were
special guests who included Mrs. Gene Landoll. Mrs. Douglas Lindsey. Mrs. Albert Beth,
Nashville, Ten.. and Ms.
Terry McCuller,
Mayfield.

Save Over S2.00

Saturday & Sunday we will have
5 STEAK & SALAD combinations each
$400

NOW $895.00
Reg $139500

NOW $1095.00
Reg $149500

UNDER THE PRICE OF

A Real Saving For You!
Come On Down & Try Them Out
NO COUPONS NECESSARY

-

lonnalr

nrimen

IF ILJ IRt

"Ir ILI Fit 1E—

Murray, Ky.

NO COUPONS NECESSARY

•
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COPY AVAILABLE
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Whittled uf dm) will Lumorrem be? Ts had out what the
Sian say, read the forecast
ghee ter year birth sign
ARMS
i Mar 21 to Apr 19
Things may not happen as
fast as you'd like, but you're
on the right track Do further
inregarding
research
vestments
TAURUS
ieR/
)Apr 20 to May a) t
Though relations with
friends are problematic, a
close tie stands by you and

nelpa you smooth over the
Enjoy
moments
rough
togetherness
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20) limy
You have work to do and
shouldn't let others interfere
with your objectives It's best
not to nux business and
pleasure
CANCER
June 21 to July 22
There may be some last
minute problems at home
Still, travel should lead to
some extra special tunes for•
all

0310

THE ACES
No man is hurt but

FOR FRIDAY,AUGUST 6, MC

P.

by

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
•Q J 7
•J 72
J 85
•A Q 5

- mogenes

8-SA

•K

REST

EAST

East can score a vital ruff •4 2
•A 5
to beat today's interesting •K Q4
•A 10 9 8 3
•
Q 107 6
game If he does, it's not
•A 9 4 3 2
•10
East who caused. the hurt, 4.7 4 3 2
declarer will have done it to
SOUTH
4
•K109863
himself
•6 5
East makes the good play
•
of overtaking West's heart
•K J 9 8 6
king to shift to his singleton
club Declarer wins in dumVulnerable East-West
my and should know what Dealer East The bidding
East is up to If declarer
South
West
North
doesn't make the right move East
1•
I.
211
34.
now, his laydown game will Pass
441
be gone for good
pass
Playing trumps immediately is not the answer East
Opening lead Heart king
will win the first trump
lead a heart to West's queen communications betweeh
and the obvious club ruff the defenders hands
will net the setting trick for
the defense. Nice play by
Bid with The Aces
East, poor plan by South.
To make his game. South holds 8-5-B .
declarer must remove the
•K 109863
entry to the West hand
•6 5
After winning East's club
shift in dummy an obvious
•K J 9 8 6
singleton). declarer should
lead the diamond king from
dummy, forcing East to North South
cover And instead of ruff- I NT
ing. declarer throws his second heart East's heart
return is ruffed and it's now ANSWER:Four spades. If
safe to start the trumps. North holds the right high
East can win the first round cards, slam might be on.
but he has no entry to West's Nevertheless, slam chances
hand to score crucial club are slim and it's best to
jump directly to game.
ruff
Declarer's play of the diaSend bridge questions to The Aces.
mond king to East's ace is P0
Box 12363 Dallas. Texas 75225.
known as the Scissor's Coup. with self-addressed stamped r^velope
a play designed to cut the for reply
Copyright 19112
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CONTEST TENT. FREE!

LEO
i. July 23 to Aug 22
Apartment hunters have
luck and domestic life is
highlighted. Watch out for a
shrewd bargainer who rrury
not be on the up and up
VIRGO
Aug 23 to Sept 'n ) ffP LIIL
Don't let money issues interfere with relationship harmony: and you'll reach a better
understanding about other
matters between you
LIBRA
Sept. 23toOct.721
You'll have to rise above
self-doubt to take advantage
of a wonderful career opening.
Don't sell yourself short: Aim
high!
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Be straightforward with loved ones and your wishes are
fulfilled. Don't. hint at what
you want through innuendo or
subtlety.
SAGITTARIUS
t>
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 2eAci
You may find something of
value in the attic or an out of
the way place. A friend who
won't take no for an answer
upsets you.
CAPRICORN
• Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) id
Traveling to see out of town
friends brings happy times.
Group activities are
highlighted, but stay clear of
business topics.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
An extra career push brings
dividends now. Jealous people
offer poor advice or have
ulterior motives. Pay no heed.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20 )
Luck is for you in distant
places, but don't fall victim
for someone's manipulative
tactics. Romance is problematic.
YOU BORN TODAY are
adventurous yet community
minded. You're able to
breathe new life into existing
projects. You work well with
groups and have a keen sense
of social awareness. You may
be especially drawn to the arts
and will have success in acting, writing, music and
design. Banking, brokerage
and law may also appeal to
you. You have good business
acumen and are sometimes
found in businesses allied to
the arts. Birthdate of: Alfred
Lord Tennyson, poet; Lucille
Ball, actress; and Andy
Warhol,artist.

Pedal pull for kids and stomper pull
with miniature trucks for kids of all
ages. Cola drinking cookie eating
and -how to get into a wet Tshirt '
contests. And more
1West Lawn)

cr

Essz
Age

DEAR
beautiful
Tacoma'

DEAR
twin of n
S.O.S.
The al
wrote to
Arthur /

was "uni

ROCK MUSIC
TENT. FREE!
FAIR BEAR'S
FOREST. FREE!

CARIBOU plays every
day. Plus appearances
by regional rock bands.
(Tent by Midway)

Willy Wonka, Fairbear,
Fairabear and Pullit. In
Person! Middle Earth
Marionettes and Hobbitt
puppetry. Storytelling in
a fantasy setting.(West
Courtyard).

Bonus S
Choice of
$15.00 I

"WIN-YOUR•
WEIGHT-IN•
KENTUCKY-FOOD." FREE!
Daily drawings emceed by
ventriloquist Col. Bill Boley—
featuring_Heidi the Duck, Aunt
Fanny and Freddy the
Cr.ow.(Register at West
Hall or off-grounds
at Executive Bowl.)

27 BLUE RIBBON
DEPARTMENTS. FREE!
Including Culinary, Fine Art, Crafts.
Hobbies, & Antiques, Textiles, Plants
and Flowers. Plus agriculture and
livestock judging.

811
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ac

PIA
SA
MORE TO DO AND
SEE THAT'S FREE!
Pride in Tobacco
Caravan & Show
Fair Winner's Circle
Quarter Horse Finals
Farm at the Fair
Antique farm equipment
Girden of Eatin'
Military Display
Boxer Jimmy Ellis and
the Riverside
Singers
Rail splitting
Log rolling
Festival Circus
Marching Band.
Majorette, Flag &
Rifle. Cheerleaders
Contests
Freddy Farm Bureau
Pride of Kentucky
Courtyard with all
Kentucky talent
Frog Jumping Contest

SPECIAL EXHIBITS—
EAST WING & HALL. FREE!
4-H Cloverville. Fairtown. .MadeIn-Kentucky Showcase. Plus new
model train and hobbles areas
4
f

August
1 /2 PRICE
SALE

n at
kird 41)
{1% ;

"

•••

Plus many free
stage shows:
The Four Kinsmen,
Karen Kraft
and Kiks. etc.
Youth Talent Contest
ALL BUILDINGS
AIR CONDITIONED!

SENIOR CITIZENS' HALL.
Old family recipes.., music...
reasonably-priced buffet. Variety
of specialized programming.
(Second level. Freedom Hall
Aug. 13-21)

Admission to Grounds

If you run a display advertisement in
The Murray Ledger Times between
Monday and Friday;. we will give you
the same ad in our Saturday paper at
50% - 1/2off!!

Opening Day Aug. 12:

Aug. 13 and Aug. 16 thru 21:

Pay-One-Price all day &
evening 65 00 per person
regardless of age.
(Includes all Midway rides
and shows: all events on
grounds.)$1.00 per vehicle
for parkfrig

$2 00 per carload.
Special carload hours 7 AM - NOON.
$2.50 adults
Regular prices
$1.00 children
after 12 NOON

titer,^

PRI
Af14

1 HAM

8oneless PI

Deli Baked

Aug. 14 & 15:
$2.50 adults
$1.00 children

OIL,

Regular prices apply
all daytevening.

HAM
HAM
RIBS
BEEF
MEE

Batbeque 6.1

Batbeque

ASK YOUR ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVE FOR DETAILS!!

8,1f benne

Baby Swiss

frick-onCentudiy
BEST
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l'At.1...1 iRk._ MIRBO• i •.LIUtiI.M AlflUksiabimil.,
Ullman was born in Alsace. France in 18.10 and
came to the U.S. as a boy, arriving in New Orleans.
He fought in the Civil War, was wounded twice,
settled in Natchez. Miss., married Emma Mayer,
moved to Birmingham. Ala., and died in 1924.
Samuel Ullman was a prominent merchant with a
penchant for public service. He became president of
the board of education in Birmingham, and a high
school in Birmingham bears his name. He helped to
organize the Temple Emanuel where he served as a
lay-rabbi for three years.
1 have received no less than 100 different versions
of Samuel Ullman's essay on youth. Mayer U. Newfield, a grandson of Ullman, sent me a copy of the
correct version, which appears in "Twilight Time,"
published by the C.R. Gibson Co. in 1979. It is truly a
masterpiece.

peaty
Essay on Youth Expresses
Ageless Sentiments

DEAR ABBY: Did you ever find out who wrote that
beautiful essay "On Youth," submitted by Marie V. in
Tacoma?
STILL WAITING IN BREMERTON, WASH
DEAR STILL: I am still wading through a mountain of mail from helpful readers in response to my
S.O.S.
The author is Samuel Ullman, although many
wrote to say that Douglas MacArthur wrote it. IMacArthur read it publicly in 1955, saying its author
was "unknown.")

Prices Good 8-5
Through 8-11

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
$15.00 Order

51

DEAR ABBY. I met a very nice gentleman at a
event a few weeks ago. He mentioned where he lived. and I
said, "I go by your house very often.- Then he said. -Stop
in sometime."
Well. I stopped by yesterday, and he seemed surprised II
hope pleasantly) to see me, and he invited me in. We visited
for about 15 minutes. and when I left he said. "Thank you
for stopping by." He did not say come by again or even ask
for my phone number.
Should I take this as a hint to respect his privacy and not
to come back again? Or should I drop by again and see
what happens? I don't want to be a pest. hut I would really
like to know him better.
CURIOUS

DEAR ABBY_ What a thrill I just had! A former student
of many years ago Just telephoned from across the country
to tell me that I had made a difference in his life. He
wanted to thank me for not giving up on him.
He began his conversation by saying, "You probably
won't even remember me..." How wrong he was. Not only
did I remember what he looked like, I even remembered his
small, neat handwriting.
Abby, if any of your readers had a schoolteacher who
has made a difference in their lives, please urge them to
take a few minutes to let that teacher know.
'
One call from a former student has inspired me to hang
in there with students I now have and will have in the
future.
ULA PENDLETON, LA.

• 1982 by Unborsai Pryn, Synd.bale

DEAR CURIOUS: Don't drop by again. If you are
ever to see him again, the next move should he his.
• ••

DEAR ABBY. A reader asked whether the host or the
guest should suggest calling it an evening when the hour
grows late, and you said, "Let he who emits the first yawn
cast the first farewell."
Dear me! It should have been,"Let him. Oh well, when
you recycle, please correct the mistake.
DONALD J. STINSON,SKANEATELES, N.Y.

DEAR ULA: Thank you for inspiring the following:

/c
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Fococil.rIt
All Three
With $45.00
Order

Kraft

, PEPSI
COLA
2,.gs

CHEESE

[RAFT

naiSe

Limit 2
320%.

95"

21b,Box

$
2
Limit!
39

WATIERS

Peter Pan Peanut

BAGS

Oole Crushed

PINEAPPLE

2/89c
15,,
99C

SALMON
DILLS

TISSUE
CHEESE

$159

PRESERVES

igc

MUSTARD

514

59c
gfic

Ode Park Charm'

3/89c

BRIQUETS
Tetley Tea

$199

BAGS

59c

'mu

Creep Cast Cat frees

BEANS

Box

:

7'0.-

Creek Clant CS or WA

CORN

CHUCK
ROAST
$ 1 59

FRYER
Legs-Thighs-Breasts

$ 7 09
Lb.

2/89c
2/89c

Whole Boneless
Sliced Free

Boneless
Best Of The

$1 69

MEAL
!lush's Showboat Pork 8

c
5 Sz l
A 9

SAUSAGE

GROUN
CHUCK

„ 3/89c

SAUCE

tatty Ylt(1117

15 or

Extra Lean

114

SUGAR

Limit 3

Martha White S

ne

8 az

C H H Powdered

31 oz

brat! Prepared

,Roh Phi

haft Philadelphia Cream

Welch's Strawberry

Hunts Tomato

BEANS

Comet Bathroom

14 oz

5.9c
$159
I

TOWEL

or

Hyde Park fresh kosher

17) CT

Hyde Park Decorated limbo

8 „

Bumble Bee Pak

11 or

Hefty Odor Guard Trash

18 oz $1
"

79

With S15.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco, Dairy
6. Chicken Special

Roberts

BUTTER

2 Liter

With 515.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco Dairy
8 Chicken Special

With 515.00 AdditionalVift
Excluding Tobacco Dairy
8 Chicken Special

fiN

SIRLOIN
TIPS
$1 98

I
Lb

DELI

it

1

ps%

Kraft Velveeta

= — MA YONAISE
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NEW STORE HRS
Mon Thurs
8-1
Fri & Sat 8-8

We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town.
Both with
$30.00 Order

RNE!

NEW HAVEN, Conn
(AP) — An FBI agent
posing as a hired gun
helped foil a plot by four
people to hold up a
museum. steal 10 paintings worth $25 million
and threaten to shred
them unless a ransom
was paid, authorities
said.
Works by French Impressionist painters
Monet, Manet, Degas and
American painter John
Whistler were targeted
for theft. the- FBI said
Wednesday, also announcing the recovery of
about $1.4 million worth
of paintings stolen two
years ago in Florida.
Four men were arrested for allegedly plotting an armed robbery.,
which had been set to
take place Wednesday, at
the stately Hill-Stead
Museum in Farmington,
a wealthy Hartford
suburb.

•• •

•• •

By Abigail Van Buren

Agents foils
museum heist

Readers: Did you has e a teacher who made a differ
ence in your life? A tr•cher who encouraged you t,,
stay in school when you wanted to quit? A teacher
who believed in you and your ability to succeed when
you had no confidence in yourself! A teacher who
stayed late to give you the extra help you needed? If
so, please phone or write that teacher and say thank
you. It will make that teacher's day.

1 HAM

Boneless Pit Baked

Oeli Baked

HAM
Barbeque Baked
HAM
heour
RIBS
Bartreque
BEEF
8,op swss
'CHEESE

MEATS

PRODUCE

Boneless Chuck

Golden Ripe

$329 STEAK
$329 STEAK
$329 RIBS

$179
Lb.

Boneless Arm Cut Swiss
"
Lb $1

Boneless Short

5289

$189
Lb

Economy Cround3-4 Lb Pic
$129

BEEF
FRANKS

Lb

Emge Ole Tyme

5298
5329

$139

LETTUCE

SIDES

49c & 59c

S 1117 New
Crop Red

5/09
Lb

POTATOES

IV

ONIONS

US.Choice 14

MINE

5 Lb

89c FORE
lgc LOIN

"
lb $1

'
125
It

Beef 50 6010 Average

•

lb

.
4. •11

6

COPY AVAILABLE

lb $135

US Choice 11

Yellow

BREAST

Cut A: Wrapped free
S Choice

Lb

Best of the fryer leg Thighs

ad.

Fancy Head

FREEZER BEEF SALE

25c

BANANAS
1 Lb Bag Cello
CARROTTS

$219
lb

.1 lo I hors.las
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Teamwork, magic aid scramblers

Park, McGinty keep OCC title

TRIPLE WINNERS — Sandy McGinty of Mayfield left and Mary Jane Park
of Paducah won the Betty Shepard Memorial Golf Tournament for the third
straight year. The duo combined for a 9-under-par 64 to edge runnerup Velvet
Jones and Carolyn Caldwell, both of Murray, who posted a 65. McGinty and Park
have won the Oaks Country Club ladies scramble tourney every year its been
held.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Ely JIM RECIOR
Sports Editor
Velvet Jones and
Carolyn Caldwell, two
local lady linkers of note,
thought they had the
tourney in the bag
Wednesday when they
turned in an 8-under-par
65 for the Betty Shepard
Memorial.
But, the two-time
defending champion duo
of Mary Jane Park and
Sandy McGinty weren't
through with the Oaks
Country Club Course yet.
And they brought the
pin to pop the JonesCaldwell bubble Co the
clubhouse with them.
Park and McGinty's
scorecard revealed the
telling tale — nine birdies, 28 putts and a 9under-par 64 for their
third straight victory. No
one else has won the
tourney since its' initiation three years ago.
Many have tried, but
none have been able to
upset the combo of youth
and experience.

N teamwork.- explained McGinty, the
younger of the pair who
hails from Mayfield.
"It's magic," added
Park, the experience half
of the duo, who calls
Paducah home.
For the past three
years the unbeatable
scramble team has continued to thwart evcry effort to break the tourney
stranglehold by these
two. Last year in a
miserable rain-drenched
affair the pair carded a
10-under-par day for the
title and the year before
the pair notched another
9-under-par effort.
-We should have beat
them," Velvet Jones said
afterwards, shaking her
head. "I Hole) No. 13 got
us. We should have birdied that hole easy ... but
we didn't and that's the
way it goes."
Jones and Caldwell
finished runner-up, chasing the leaders to the final
hole.
Park said she felt the

pressure and knew the title rested on her and
McGinty's final hole —
the par-5. 4I5-yard No.12.
"It came down to the
putt on No.12. It was one
of those shakey ones --five-footers or so — and I
knew if she missed it, so
would I. I just knew I
couldn't make that putt.
But she didn't miss and I
said, 'Thank goodness
you made that because
that just won us the tournament,— Park said.
What's the secret to the
duo's success?
"Teamwork," they
both replied.
"She's the putter,"
Park said, pointing to
McGinty.
"And she's the chipp e r ," McGinty
countered:
On the tees, Park is a
sure center-of-the fairway driver, although
she doesn't get the
distance of McGinty.
However, with the solid
first shot in the middle of
the lane, the pressure is

ed hum
McGinty
who can shoot for
distance on her tee shot.
-We then alternate approach shots, but she
always putts first," Park
said, then added, "That's
how we've always done it
and it works pretty
good."
rciic

Wednesday's tourney
saw the Union City team
of Judy Cultra and Gwyn
Petty win a playoff for
first place in the first
flight, beating Ruby Bennett of Mayfield and
Shirley Morris. The two
teams tied at the end of 18
holes with identical 71s.

The second flight produced a three-way tie for
first with the team of Gail
Fredrick and Muriel
Camp beating Leslie
Stevenson and Nita
Pursley runner-up i and
Pam Mavity and Diane
Villanova. The three duos
finished the tourney with
775.
Cathryn Garrott and
Nancy Haverstock of
"I asked Sandy if she'd Murray Country Club
like to team with me and won the third flight with
she said she would. an 84 for the day.
Mary Baine won the
That's how it all began,longest drive contest:
Park said.
And all the players in Faye Brundridge won
the three Shepard closest-to-the-pin; and
Memorial tournaments Martha Mahan and
Margaret Winter carded
know how it has ended.
Other results in the fewest putts (26

The pair don't play any
other tournaments
together, except the
Shepard Memorial, and
their meeting was quite
by accident. Park was attending a Mayfield tournament, looking for a
partner to play in the
OCC tourney. The lady
she was looking for didn't
show up that day, but
McGinty did.

•Harp asks,'How do you handle the hungries?'
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Remember that soup
commercial jingle?
-How do you handle a
hungry man?"
"The Manhandlers."
was the response.
Well. Laker football
coach Sam Harp has a
question similar to the
soup jinglers ... only in
reverse.
How do you handle a
football player who's not
hungry enough?
Whoever comes up with
the proper conclusion to
this jingle probably won't
be on a commercial, but
it might help Harp locate
his lost defensive ingredient.

"Our offense -is looking
good right now, but our
defense just isn't hungry
enough," Harp lamented
Wednesday, following his
team's unpublicized, intersquad scrimmage.
"We just don't seem to
want to get after people
like we did last year. Last
year the kids were tired
of losing. They got a taste
of winning and they
couldn't get enough.
"This year it's almost
like they're sitting down
at the table and can see
what they want, but
they're too full to eat it,"
Harp said.
"We're still looking for
street fighters out here. I
haven't seen any

covering
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

nastiness out of our
defense yet. We need
some nasty, mean attitudes out there.
With the pooch-bellied
defenders giving Harp indigestion, there's fortunately a few bi-carbs
for him in the offense.

Sophomore runningback Todd Contri, a
runner who "exhausts
everything he's got on
every play," is a potential head-turner for the
Lakers this year. In the
intersquad scrimmage he
ran with veteran authori-

ty and Harp has high
hopes for the youngster.
Contri will be teaming
with last year's regular
tailback, senior Jeff Garrison, in Calloway County's split-back offense.
With those two, plus
senior quarterback Tim
Brown and a healthy
receiving corps, the
I.akers possess some
firepower that's almost.
guaranteed to put points
on the board.
The Lakers took the
scrimmage breather
Wednesday in the middle
of their three-a-day
workouts. CCHS opens its
10-game season August 20
hosting Fulton County.
An enthusiastic crowd
of more than 250 turned
out for the free
watermelon feast at Murray High, Tuesday, as
part of the Tigers -Meet
the Coaches Night."
Head coach Tim
English introduced his
staff and the 1982 players
while the Murray Tiger
Athletic Booster Club
served more than 20
melons to the visitors.
English- was greeted
with a rousing cheer
when he said the Tigers
would open their season
against rival Mayfield,
Aug.27, and he predicted
a first-game victory by
the Tigers.
As a new coach,
English has had several
adjustments to deal with
at MHS and in the Kentucky football system,
but at least one has been
a welcomed pleasure.
"In Ohio we were only
allowed 29 practices
before the first game of
the year. That means
every time you stepped
on the field it counted as a
practice. Three-a-days or
two-a-days counted as
three or two practices.
Here we're able to practice as many times as we
want and it's really
helped our preparation."

Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac-Buick
Satisfied Custbmers are Our
Main Concern

Ell

140 West Main-753-5315
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CONTRI CONTRIBUTION — Sophomore running back Todd Contri ( with ball)
is rapidly establishing himself as a worthy replacement for graduated Tommy
Workman in the Laker backfield. Wednesday Contri worked with the first team
offense in Calloway County's intersquad scrimmage. Staff photo by Jim Rector

Oakland thief eyes record
OAKLAND AP — If faces of Minnesota's
Rickey Henderson, with Metrodome and Seattle's
103 stolen bases, has his Kingdonae."I'm faster on
way, he'll set the major- artificial turf than
league stolen-base record grass," said Henderson.
before his hometown fans
"So if I get on base, getin Oaklanu this month.
ting the steals should be
Henderson broke his easy for me. That's what
own American League I want — 10 steals on the
record of 100 Wednesday trip. Then I can come
with three steals in home shooting for the
Oakland's doubleheader record."
split with Seattle. And he
Henderson broke his
said he'd like to be well on own 1980 American
his way to passing Lou League record by swippBrock's major league ing his 101st base in the
mark of 118 by the time first inning of Oakland's
the A's return from a six- first-game 5-2 loss. Then
game swing through Min- he stole two bases on connesota and Seattle Aug. secutive pitches by rookie
13 to start a 12-game right-hander Rich Bordi
home stand.
in the opening inning of
-I'm hoping for five the A's 8-3 nightcap vicsteals in each of the those tory.
series," said Henderson.
On Monday, Henderson
The A's play three games became the first player in
each on the artificial sur- baseball history to

achieve two 100-steal
seasons.
"The 100th steal was
the tough one," Henderson said. "I was pretty
tight for that. After the
101st I figured they would
start coming easily
again. I'm not really feeling any pressure. I don't
think the pressure will
start to hit me until I get
to 116 or 117."
Mariner catcher Rick
Sweet had no trouble
praising Henderson's
base -stealing accomplishments. "If
there's a better basestealer, I haven't seen
him," said Sweet, who
failed to throw out
Henderson in four attempts during the fourgame series. Henderson
was on base only four ,
times.

THE MOVIE STORE
— Videocassettelentols —
324-C Tyson Ave., Paris, TN

90 1 644 1 003
asmMia-ci

Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Bag &
Bulk Feeds
753-5378
Industrial Rd.
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Purcell heads southern scene at U.S. Clay Court
From AP
and Staff Reports
INDIANAPOLIS
Four Americans remain
in the $450,000 U.S. Clay
Court Tennis Championships, giving the tourney
a definite southern tilt.
Murray's Mel Purcell
is the highest ranked
19th in world and seed-

ed 8th p American remaining in the
prestigious competition
and is one of three U.S.
players with southern
roots. Jimmy Brown, the
top junior player in 1981
and Purcell's singles opponent today, is a former
Memphian who now
resides in the Brentwood

area of Nashville.
Another southerner
Mike Cahill - hails from
Memphis and is unseeded
but a top-bracket contender in the Indianapolis
tourney.
Eighteen-year-old New
Yorker Jimmy Arias, hot
off a visit to the finals of
the Washington, D.C.,

Bowie's back on crutches
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API - Sam Bowie says
he is resigned to spending
another six weeks in a leg
cast, delaying his return
to basketball in deference
to the pain and swelling of
a year-old stress fracture.
"It was shocking to
learn that I would have to
go back into a cast," the
7-foot-1 University of
Kentucky center said
Wednesday, "but the injury could have been
worse. It could have been
permanent."
The injury, discovered
last summer in X-rays of
his left shinbone, sidelined Bowie for the 1981-82
season. The latest setback, he said, might
teach him "to look at life
from a different perspective."
"After all, I'm here at
the university to get an
education," Bowie said.
"Someday I have to put

but was iii such poor condition he had to be redshirted. He averaged 17.4
points and 9.1 rebounds
as a sophomore in 1980-81.
Coach Joe B. Hall said
X-rays of the leg taken
last Thursday were examined by orthopedic
surgeons in Lexington
and Memphis, Tenn. The
surgeons decided Tuesday to apply another cast.
"The way the doctors
stated it to me was that
the last X-ray showed an
area of weakening where
the fracture was
previously healed," Hall
said. "... The only explanation is there is no
timetable i for a stress
fracture to heal."
Bowie will forego the
Wildcats' preseason conditioning program, which
begins in mid-September,
but if the cast is removed
on schedule, "he'll be
ready by the time we
play," Hall said.

the ball down anyway ."
Bowie said he was confident of a speedy return,
but added: "If I'm not out
of the cast in six weeks,
I'll be able to handle that.
-I've been through
worse situations than
this," he said. "Last
year, my father passed
away and ... adjusting to
that was much more
demanding than
something like this."
Bowie said the fact he
was "not starting all over
again" bolstered his confidence that "this is just a
little setback."
Even the cast is an improvement, he said,
showing off the white
plaster that encased his
left leg from the knee
down.
A year ago, he was
shackled by a hip-to-toe
cast that caused his leg
muscles to atrophy.
Bowie shed his cast and
crutches in mid-winter,

National Bank tourney, is
the fourth American in
the Clay Court pack.
Despite today's dual
between Purcell and
Brown,the possibility remains that more than one
American will be making
the quarterfinals visit.
Last year Purcell was the
sole U.S. survivor in the
quarterfinals, falling to
Jose I.uis Clerc.
Wednesday Purcell
took another step towards
the quarterfinals by
rallying to beat Eric

Fromm, 7-5, 7-5. Battling
intense humidity and
overcast, windless conditions, Purcell won the
first set, then faced
Fromm's serve, behind 54 in the second set.
Purcell broke the Long
Islander's serve, then
easily won the next two
games for the victory
As one observer noted.
-It was a case of someone
who's ranked, who's been
there before, getting the
big point when he needed
it. Mel knew what had to

•a...,
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tina's Ivanna MadrugaOsses 6-4, 6-2: secondseeded Kathy- Rinaldi
beat No.9 Catherine Tanvier of France 6-4, 6-0;
13th -seeded Susan
Mascarin beat France's
Corinne Vanier 6-0, 7-6;
No.4 Bonnie Gaudusek
topped Vicky Nelson 6-.4,
6-2; No.7 Helena Sukova
of Czechoslovakia rallied
past Jenny Klatch 4.6.6-1,
7-5; and Korea's Duk Hee
Lee, the No.8 seed, ousted
12th-seed I
Ponder 6-4
6-1.
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ache Ihaek
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Hi-Fl, CB. Portables, More!

SAE

Slim-Line AM/FM Stereo Receiver

Reduced 280
STA-7 by Realistic'

.

I

Save $50

.

95

12

10 watts per channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.4% THD

SCOREBOARD

engineered the latest in a
string of upsets beating
fourth-seeded Peter
McNamara of Australia
7-5,6-3.
Fifth-seeded Jose
Higueras beat Germany's Rolf Gehring 6-2,
6-2; 12th-seeded Pablo
Arraya dumped Jim Gurtem 3-6, 6-1, 6-1; and
unseeded Mike Cahill,
beat Australia's Craig
Miller 6-2, 6-4.
In women's singles
matches, Virginia Ruzici
of Romania beat Argen-

be done and he did it
In doubles, Purcell and
partner Tracy DeLatte of
Dallas won a first-round
match against unseeded
Gilles Morreton of
France and Jose Damian'
of Uraguay,6-2,6-2.
Today the duo face Colin Doweswell of England
and Fran Sauer of South
Africa. Purcell and
DeLatte are seeded
eighth.
In other action,
Wednesday, Angel
Gimenez of 'Spain

Reg. 179.95

Only 31/2" high, yet with big-receiver features! Lighted tuning
meter, bass and treble controls, tape monitor. Special -Ea'
switch for deep bass from our Minimue series and other
mini-speakers #31-1968

Save More on This Complete Hi-Fi System!

Save 900180
753-1331
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Mn. York 7, Chicago 4
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San Francisco 1, Atlanta 2
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Kentucky softball
The 1982 Kentucky
State Championship
Women's Major Slow
Pitch Softball Tournament, Class AA, will be
held at Murray-Calloway
City Park.
The 16-team tourney
will begin Friday at 7

Reg. Separate
Items 359.80

p.m., August 6, and end
with the championship
game.Sunday, Aug. 8.
The winner and runnerup will advance to the
Mid West Regional in
Normal, Ill., August 2027.
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COPAPETMON CAN'T DUPLJCICTE.
The Tbahiba BD-4511.
Sharp,
No one
not Minolta. not Canon, not
even Xerox -can top the
new. small Thshiba BD-4511
plain paper copier when it
comes to more features at
less cost.
Our extraordinary
ACE (Automatic Controlled
Exposure)feature instantly
evaluates your original and
automatically adjusts contrast for picture-perfect copies every time. And the
BD-4511 is the only copier
in its pnce range with ACE
Our exclusive animated VIP I Visual Image
Proyction( system feature
shows you at a glance
what's happening inside
the machine. And only the BD-4511
hag V1P
And of the other four competitors
hated in the grid, the BD-4511a reduction feature can be matched by only
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Six-band,radio has all-band fine-tuning, automatic AC-to-battery switching. Tunes 3-26
MHz SW in three bands. Headphone jack.

"Super-Mini" Car Cassette Player
By Realistic

Half Price

NIB

Reg. 59.95

Just 19/16 x 51/6 x 55/16
With mounting hardware

Mounts under dash, in
glovebox or console of
most vehicles #12-1803

•61 /2" Woofer • 2,/2" Tweeter
Buy two for the regular price
of one! Walnut veneer finish—
no plastic or vinyl. Removable
grille. 131/2 x 87/e x 51/4". #40-1979

AC/Battery Cassette Recorder
CTR-37 by Realistic

Cut
36%

88
31
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29
one. But it can't match the BD-4511's
low price.
Check out the comparison grid
for yourself Then check out the
lbshiba BD-4511 for youraelf. It's the
one the competition will try to
copy, but can't duplicate. .
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I WONDER WHAT THE REST
OF OUR TEAM WILL SAY
WHEN THEY FIND OUT WE
NAVE NO PLACE TO PLAY...

By H. J(

SOME OF THEM WON'T
EVEN KNOW THE DIFFERENCE
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Phantom
YES. WE'LL GET TO
THAT LATER,PRINCE.
WHY DID YOU ORDER
THAT HELPLESS
INFANT KILLED?

I DIDN'T!AFTER MY DEAR
DIED
GIVING BIRTH TO HIM.„

HOW DO
YOU
ALWAYS
HAVE 50
MUCH?

SURE--ANY
AMOUNT

WILL YOU
LEND ME
SOME
MONEY?
A./

85

I TOLD THEM „,TO
TAKE HIM AWAY-FOR

04:11.46HTER LISANDRA

ADOPTION. I TOLD

.4.. COUSIN BADUR!

I AC134IT„, I COULDN'T

BEAR TO SEE
HIM..
4.0.1411.4.,,T 5

BECAUSE SHE THINKS I'M
PACKED TO RUN AWAY
FROM HOJ
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FRANKFORT, Ky.
AP) — There's a new
push in Kentucky by
bankers to get legislation
on the books that would
allow banking across
county lines.
The next effort in that
direction could come
Saturday when directors
of the Kentucky Bankers
Association meet in
Owensboro.
The bankers will consider several proposals
that include making
peace with the rival Progressive Bankers
Association.
Also to be considered at
the meeting is a proposed
endorsement of the introduction of interstate
banking by 1985 on a
reciprocal basis and the
support of higher interest
rates or fees on credit
cards.
If the package, already
approved by the Progressive Bankers' board,
is accepted by the KBA,
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
would likely include
most, if not all; of the proposals among issues he
would ask the legislature
to consider if he calls a
special session.
Brown told an informal
press conference
Wednesday that he didn't
want to speculate on
whether he would include
new multicounty bank
legislation in a special
session "until they (the
bankers ) come to me."
"I would consider
anything on a special session that I thought was
significant enough or
substantial," Brown said.
"I don't want to take a
flier on that one I the
multibank issue) unless
the votes are there, and
they I the bankers) are
together. then, I'll consi dcehraint.g
"
'e
in the state
law that keeps banks
operating only in the
county in which they're
based have been opposed
by the Kentucky Bankers
Association in the past.
But the Progressive
Bankers Association was
formed last fall with the
intent of getting the law
overturned.
The KBA has 346 banks
in its membership, while
the PBA has just 70, but
PBA President Tom
Brumley of the First
. State Bank of GreAville,
says his members represent more than half the
money on deposit in Kentucky.
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Two car manufacturers can't meet safety requirement deadline
By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON API —
Two automobile
manufacturers say it will
be impossible for them to
meet a federal court
order requiring all new
cars to be equipped with
automatic seat belts or
air bags beginning in the
fall of 1983.
The ruling, issued

AT

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(
— The President's
Oval Office is soon going
to have a contribution
from Kentucky that will
probably remain in the
White House for some
time.
Kentucky Wood Floors
Inc. is scheduled to install
a $20,000 quartered white
oak and walnut flooring
for the office used by
President Ronald
Reagan.
The famous office now
has a vinyl floor covering.
"It's ridiculous that the
Oval Office has a vinyl
floor," said John Stern.
president of Kentucky
Wood Floors. "If I was
the president, I'd be embarrassed."
The vinyl floor replaced an earlier cork covering during the Nixon administration, according
to Rex Scouten, chief
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New Concord Church of
Christ will have a gospel
meeting starting Sunday,
Aug. 8, and continuing
through Friday, Aug. 13.
W.W. Heflin will be the
speaker for services at
10:50 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
on Sunday and at 7:30,
Monday through Friday.
Song leaders will be
Shea Sykes, Owen
Moseley, Don Moseley
and Ed Davis.
The guest speaker, a
native of Haleyville, Ala.,
now is in his fifth year as
minister of East Wood
Church of Christ, Paris,
W.W. Heflin
Tenn.
He attended David Ark., and Fort Smith,
Lipscomb College, Ark. He and his wife, the
Nashville, Tenn., Freed- former Marilyn Cook,
Hardeman College, have two married
Henderson, Tenn., and daughters.
has a B.A. degree from
Murray State University.
He also attended Harding
Graduate School, Memphis.
Heflin has served churches in New Concord,
Goshen United
Memphis, Clarksville, Methodist Church will
conduct revival services
starting Sunday, Aug. 8,
and continuing through
Friday, Aug. 13.
The Rev. Roland Jones,
pastor of the church, will
be the speaker at the services at 7:30 each evening.
Special music will be
Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, featured at each service.
located off Highway 94
East on Highway 1346,
will have revival services
starting Sunday, Aug. 8,
and continuing through
Friday, Aug. 13.
Dexter Church of
The Rev. Paul Belt, Christ will have a gospel
minister of Woodlawn meeting starting MonCumberland day, Aug. 9, and continuPresbyterian Church, ing through Sunday, Aug.
Paducah, will be the 15.
speaker at services at 7
Walter Pigg of Farmp.m. each evening.
ington, Mo., will be the
Pianists for the song speaker for services at
service will be Anna 7:30 each evening.
Wells and Emma Dean
Directing the song serLawson,
vice will be Mason
Thompson of the Union
Hill Church of Christ congregation.

Goshen revival
starts Sunday
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usher for the White
House.
"It's been a concern for
some time," Scouten
said. "Past administrations have wanted a
wooden floor, but there's
always been time and
money considerations."
The wood was donated
by two local companies
and is being cut into the
proper shape so that
when it arrives in
Washington, it can be
assembled like a puzzle.
The floor will be installed before Reagan returns
from vacation next
month. All but a four-foot
border of the custommade, 1,000-square foot
floor will be covered by
carpeting,Scouten said.
This isn't the first floor
that Stern's company has
made for the White
House. In 1978, he sold a
$13,500 wood floor for the
East Room of the

W.W. Heflin will be speaker
New Concord gospel meeting
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a rule that requires cars
to be equipped with either
air bags or seat belts
which fasten
automatically when a
person sits in a car.
But the court
acknowledged that the
department's attempt to
eliminate the rule has
made it impossible for
the restraints to be installed by next fall -as
originally had been re-

quired Instead, it extend- 1985 The company also
ed the deadline to Sept 1, said it considered such
belts
unwarranted in
1983
light of the fact that we
Within hours after the already have an effective
ruling two manufac- system of belts ( on our
turers, Chrysler and cars today "
American Motors, issued
Chrysler spokesman
statements in Detroit Bob Heath said his
comsaying it could not meet pany would ''have to
1,1983
deadline.
the Sept.
make a detailed study to
AMC said it could not determine how long It
make automatic seat would take to put passive
belts available before restraints in our new
cars," but that the
September 1983 deadline

Kentucky wood to be in oval office
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Wednesday, was a major
setback for the
automobile industry and
the Reagan administration, which had scrapped
the requirement last year
despite heated complaints from consumer
groups and the insurance
industry.
A three-judge federal
appeals court told the
Transportation Department that it must enforce

presidential mansion.
The company has also
fashioned floors for the
homes of singers Kenny
Rogers and Barbara
Mandrell, former President Jimmy Carter, actor
Dustin Hoffman, and
Oregon Sen. Mark Hat-

field.
It has also installed
floors for many commercial clients, including the
Smithsonian Institution,
the Metropolitan
Museum of Aart and the
Waldorf Towers in New
York.

Coal miner electrocuted
HARLAN, Ky. (API —
A shuttle-car accident is
blamed for the electrocution of a Harlan County
coal miner, according to
federal mine safety officials.
The victim was Luther

Byrd, 20, of Wallins.
Byrd was killed Monday while working about
2,400 feet inside HarlanBell Coal Co.'s mine at
Yancey, said Tom Mark
of the Mine Safety and
Health Administration.

New pastor at Sinking Spring;
revival will start on Monday
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church has called the
Rev. Eddie G. Young as
pastor. He will begin his
ministry on Sunday, Aug.

Eddie G. Young

By JEftRY BUCK
AP TeZision
LOS
GELES
WriterAP (
— "Hill Street Blues," a
surprise winner of nine
Emmys for television
performance last year,
found itself waiting next
to another NBC rookie,
"Fame," in the lineup of
today's Emmy nomination hopefuls for this
year.
The nominations for the
best prime-time television programs and performances of the past
year by the Academy of
Television Arts &
Sciences were set for the
Pasadena Civic
Auditorium, site of the
34th annual awards
ceremony.
ABC will broadcast the
awards show from the
auditorium Sept. 19.
"Hill Street Blues" is
the program many are

J

W.Clayborne
will speak
at Kirksey

Kirksey Church of
Christ will have a gospel
meeting starting Sunday,
Aug. 8, and continuing
through Friday, Aug. 13.
Services will be at 730
p.m. each evening.
Winford Clayborne,
teacher at FreedHardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn., will be
the speaker.
Directing the song service will be Dalton
Vaughn,church minister.
A basket dinner will be
served following the 11
a.m. service on Sunday

' COPY AVAILABLE

The insurance industry.
has said that mandatory
automatic seat belts or
air bags could save 10,000
lives annually and more
than $2.4 billion a year in
medical and othei costs.
But the automobile industry has argued that
there are continuing problems with air bags and
that consumers are not
willing to accept mandatory automatic seat
belts that could add up to
$100 to the price of a car.

watching to see whether
it will repeat its surprise
performance of last year.
The NBC police show got
a whopping 21 nominations last August and
received nine Emmys.•
But the series may be
edged by "Fame," the
finger-popping show
adapted from the hit
movie.
NBC also was likely to
get multiple nominations
for "Love, Sidney," a
comedy series starring
Tony Randall, and the
mini-series "Marco
Polo."
"Taxi" was likely to be
nominated for a fourth
Emmy as best comedy
series, but NBC,not ABC,
would be the one to take
the bows. ABC canceled
the three-time Emmy
winner and it was snatched up by NBC for the fall
season.
ABC seemed certain to

get nominations for at
least three of its ABC
Theater presentations.
One of them, "Divorce
Wars," which starred
Tom Selleck and Jane
Curtin, already has
received the prestigious
Humanitas Award. The
others are "The Elephant
Man," an adaptation of
the stage play. and "My
Boy,' My Child," a story
about abortion starring
Vanessa Redgrave.
The network also could
get nominations for "Inside the Third Reich," a
mini-series based on the
memoirs of Albert Speer,
who ran the economy of
Hitler's Nazi Germany.
"M-A-S-H," always a
favorite both at the Emmys and in the ratings,
was sure to pick up some
nominations for CBS. The
upcoming season is the
last for the comedy series

and multiple-award winner Alan Alda.
"Lou Grant," the
newspaper drama
canceled by CBS, may
garner a few parting
nominations. The show
and its star, Edward
Asner, have won before,
and its cancellation caused a storm of protest.
CBS could also pick up
nominatiOns for
"Desperate Lives," a,
strong story of teen-age
drug addiction written by
Lew Hunter; "Corning
Out of the Ice," a movie
about an American sent
to Siberia by the Soviet
authorities, and "The
Patricia Neal Story."
about the actress' fight to
recover from a stroke.
"The American
Playhouse," an effort to
revive original drama on
TV, should bring nominations to the Public Broadcasting Service.

CITY AUDIT SU.MMARY
July 15, 1982

James Garland
provided.
Rev. Young comes
from the pastorate of Eddyville Missionary Baptist Church, Eddyville,
Ill., where he was currently serving as assistant moderator of the big
Saline Baptist Association.
The new pastor is attending Mid-Continent Baptist Bible College,
Mayfield. He, his wife
Pat, and three children,
Renee, Kevin and Eddie,
have moved into the
church pastorium on Rt.
7.

To the Mayor and Board of Councilmen
City of Murray
Murray, Kentucky 42071
We have examined the balance sheets of the City of Murray General Fund as
of December 31, 1981 and 1980, and the related statements of revenues, expenditures and changes in fund balances for the years then ended. Our examinations were made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly the
financial position of the City of Murray General Fund as of December 31, 1981
and 1980, and the results of its operations and the changes in its fund balances
for the years then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Shackelford, Goode & Thurman
STATEMENT OF REVENUES,EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES
IN FUND BALANCE
GENERAL FUND
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31,1981 AND 1980
OVERACTUAL (UNDER) ACTUAL
REVENUES
BUDGET 1981
BUDGET
1980
Taxes
915,000.000 913,336.52 I 1,663.481 886.120.26
License and Permits
219,500.00 234,221.04
14,721.04 225,326.60
Intergovermental
9,500.00
58,037.86
48,537.86
83,513.50
Revenue
Charges for Services
503,624.00 515,917.50
56,000.00
57,038.63
Fines and Forfeitures
-0 1,900.09
Interest Earned
Other Revenues
7,500.00
7,138.50
1,711,124.00 1,787,590.14
Total Revenues
EXPENDITURES
138,368.00 136,673.13
General Gov.
36,253.16
Planning and Zoning
44,434.00
960,045.00 941,169.31
Public Safety
13,713.00
13,931.80
Health
236,193.00 388,500.14
Transportation
Sanitation
498,624.00 483,952.75
5,887.98
Cemetery
6,000.00
51,750.00
51.212.78
Other- Contributions
1,949,127.00 2,057,581.05
Total Expenditures
EXCESS OF
EXPENDITURES
(238,003.001 (269,990.91)
OVER REVENUES
OTHER SOURCES
OF FUNDS
153,003.00 258,770.46
Transfers from Other Funds
EXCESS OF
EXPENDITURESOVER
RENEVUES AND
185,000.00) (11,220.45)
OTHER SOURCES
50,938.42
FUND BALANCE,Beginning '85,000.00
-0 39.717.97
FUND BALANCE,Ending
• Encumbered Cash on Hand
January 1, 1981

Rev. Paul Belt
to be speaker
at Liberty

Walter Pigg
to speak

The effect of the court
order is to require us to
divert scarce resources
in an effort to meet a
standard that, at the very
least, will require significant change to resolve
the many open issues,"
he said.
The ruling was hailed
by the insurance industry, which had filed
suit to force implementation of the requirement,
and other supporters of
the passive restraint rule.

'Hill Street,' Fame' Emmy hopefuls

8.
A revival will start
Monday, Aug. 9, and continue through Sunday,
Aug. 15, with the Rev.
James Garland, pastor of
Hazel Baptist Church, as
speaker.
Services for the revival
will be at 2 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. daily. Paul T.
Henderson will direct the
music. A nursery will be

was impossible to meet
A spokesman for
General Motors said the
automaker would not
comment until the
government makes its
next step known.
Robert E. Maugh,
automotive safety director at Ford Motor Co.,
said, "There are a
number of practical problems associated with the
reinstatement of this
standard (n addition to its
timing..."

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill .
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from Us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 100 of
each month They depend on you to write their pee
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

11,694.871 133,040.45
(8,180.8-4 (
39,315.97
(18,875.691 946.011.18
218.80
12,720.58
152.307.14 330,291.53
114,671.251 461.627.12
(112.021
5,706.45
(537.22)
52,063.37
108,454.05 1,980,776.65

- 31,987.91 (259.670,71)1

105,767.46

236,765.89

(73,779,55) (22,904.81(
73,843.23
(34,061.58)
39,717.97
50,938.42

BALANCE MEET
GENERAL FUND
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY

Mirrray Ledger & Times

ASSETS

)on anti our famil.t
are cordiall, imbed to attend

A SIMMER(*LEHR ATION
honoring
persimncl in tht. Ilurrai School System
ingn.t 7th. 1082
betireen the hours of6-8:00 p.m.
sn thi.67-!90 faun of Murray Middle-School
- Entertainment pros idea hi MIS Speech Students
Directed by Mark Ethrrton

12,293.50 468,946.64
1,038.63
54,677.60
1,900.09
2,817.52
(296.17)
061.50)
76,466.14 1,721,105.95

•

Cash
On Hand
Checking Accounts
Savings Account
Property Taxes Receivable Less
Allowance for Uncollectible
Amounts, 1981- $ 3,912.85
1980- $7,644.40)
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accrued Payrdll Taxes
Due Other Funds
Total Liabilities
Fund Balance
TOtAL LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of this statement

DEC. 31,
1981

DEC.31,
1980

10,203.71
17.618,73
1,152.13

-01,901.83
76,902,72

42,793.99
71,768.56

30,122.73
108,927.28

25.314.05
384.51
6.352.03
32,050.59
39,717.97
'71.76/1.56

25,348 59
28.418.79
4.221.48
57,988.86
50.938.42
108,927.28'
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Wilier to help Collins
OWENSBORO. Ky
( API - Former state
Democratic Chairman
J.R. Miller is going to
organize the gubernatorial campaign of it
Gov. Martha Layne Collins, a spokesman for the
Collins camp said
Wednesday
Miller, who was
Democratic chairman
during the rise to power
of Sen. Wendell Ford, DKy.. will officially serve
as the campaign's state
organizational chairman.
"He knows how to pull
it together. He's been
down that road," said
Sen. Joe Prather of Vine
Grove. Prather, the campaign's co-chairman, met
with Miller and Mrs. Collins in Owensboro last
Friday to decide on
Miller's role.
Mrs. Collins' state
headquarters is scheduled to open next week on
U.S. 60 just west of
Frankfort and the naming of Miller was viewed
as coinciding with the
opening.
Louisville Mayor
Harvey Sloane, Mrs. Collins chief foe for the
Democratic nomination,
opened a state headquarters in Frankfort
three months ago.
State Hurnan
Resources Secretary
Grady Stumbo, who is not
yet an official candidate
for the race, has an office
in Frankfort.

Millet ,

pi eoelitl

mayor of Owensboro.
hasn't been actively involved in statewide party
politics since 1973.
The 66-year-old veteran
politician said he told
Mrs. Collins after her
election as lieutenant
governor that he would be
available to help if she
tried to take another step
up the ladder.
Miller contends Mrs
Collins is the only prospective candidate for
governor who has remained in touch with
grass-roots Democrats
over the years. He said
his job will be to meld her
contacts into an organization.
Because oi
Owensboro's city manager form of government, Miller said he
could afford to be away
from the city to work for
the Collins campaign.
I'm going to spend as
much time as I can
organizing right down to
the precinct level for her
campaign," Miller said.
He's already made
several trips to Eastern
Kentucky on Mrs. Collins'
behalf.
Miller predicted the
primary will pivot on
Eastern and Western
Kentucky and he said
that if Mrs. Collins runs
well in the first and
seventh districts of
Eastern Kentucky. "the
race is over."
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2. Notice

SELL STEEL
BUILDINGS
Make
S50 000 S100 000 aawily in your Own
Nosiness looking tor
dealers in Murray and a
few areas throughout
Ky. for intormation or
opening call Paul BOO
525-9240

Ei

Joe H. Rogers, horticulturist for the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, says that for
the past five years a central Kentucky farmer
with a fairly large tomato
operation could expect to
make between $2,000 and
$4,000 profit per acre.
This year, Rogers said,
if he's lucky, the same
farmer might net close to
$500 an acre and "lots of
them Can't sell their
tomatoes at all, so they're
plowing the fields right
under."
Ideal growing conditions and an unusual
number of highly successful gardens are making life difficult for the
state's vegetable
farmers.
Wholesalers report
they're paying the lowest
prices of the last five

years for some excellent
vegetables.
Farmers and the
state's agriculture
analysts rite two factors
for the huge harvest and
small prices paid suppliers. First, conditions
have been nearly ideal
for corn, tomatoes, green
beans and other midsummer items.
Many fields are producing 45 to 60 percnt more
than they normally do,
according to farmers interviewed.
The other factor may
be an increase in gardening. Wholesalers
estimate that a large
group of laid-ff workers
around the area must
have expanded from.
small vegetable patches
into small-scale farms
this spring.
Many of these new producers are selling to independent markets.
Paul Thieneman, who
owns five fruit markets in
Louisville, said he's getting about four times as
many calls from new
calls as he's ever received before.
"Each caller is just

convictions on the
grounds the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt
Organizations Act
( RICO) does not apply to
the governor's office.
They were sentenced to
maximum terms of five
years each.
A month earlier,
Thompson pleaded guilty
to racketeering and was
given a four-month term
added to an unrelated
two-year sentence for income tax evasion. He has
completed both
sentences.
Blanton was not charged in the case and his
former chief extradition
officer Charles Benson
pleaded innocent and was
acquitted in May 1982.
Blackburn said the action by the full appellate
court decreases his
client's chances of gaining a hearing before the
Supreme Court.
"We had a greater
likelihood to be heard by
the Supreme Court before
the entire ( appeals ) court
rendered this decision,"
Blackburn said. "The
three-judge panel created
a.conflict between the circuits and when that occurs, the high court
usually likes to hear the
case."
A federal prosecutor
who assisted in the
clemency-for-cash pro-

To Granddad Ray from
Michael and
Christopher

21. Mobile Home Rentals

le. Produce

A 2 or 3 isectrooi
new
furniture anct carpet
air conditioned S415 to
5150 per month Shady
Oaks 753 5209

Corn white and fellow
Call 753 5566
Watermelons Mrs Pete
vaient,ne 6.42 4439

6. Help Wanted

Nice 2 bedroom trailer
for rent near Murray
No pets 4119 2611
One beproom 2
miles
from MSU S100 per
month
Unfurnished or
semi furnished 60667)
3479
Trailers for rent Si',
Brandon Dill at Ow ••
Trailer Court

‘sistant for pro
• ssional off ice.
r ter ably under age
Duties incluce
aooratory work a •
office procedures Sr'
resume to PO Box 17:
Murray Ky 42071

- 'Beauty operator is
!needed at Leta's
IBeouty Salon Phone
I753 8282 (shop), or
1247-6504 (home)
EXTRA-

E.T

STARTS FRI.
for
1 WEEK ONLY

ENDS SOON
DON'T
MISS IT!

3 0 ki0111

7

el-3f; 4Writi
Seafood Buffet

9

NOTICE
for your convenience. Jim
Satter Irvin ar Sales Dept.
•ill be it our sho•ram
Iron 6-30 PM to 0,00 PM
ex Mondays, Lust*,
Tbersays ad Fridays.
PUIDOMS, OLDSMOBILE,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
406W, Maim
753.5315

begging me to take the
produce off his hands,
almost no matter what
the price might be," he
said.
Although the farmer is
getting lower prices, they
claim that low price is not
always passed along to
the consumer.
"I've seen stores take
the eats of corn I'm selling them for about seven
cents an ear, and turn
around and sell them for
the same 18 to 19 cents
apiece they would have
charged last year. That's
the part that gets me,"
said Frank Ott, an
Oldham County farmer.
Hunger relief agencies
are only willing to take
some of this surplus food
off the hands of the
wholesale buyers.
Jean Jones, director of
the Dare to Care Food
Bank in Louisville. hs
made arrangements with
one market to collect unsold food and she hopes
other unwanted produce
can be collected by other
volunteers.
"It's a blessing for us,
even if it's a terrible problem for the farmer," she
said.

secution said his office
was pleased by the appellate court's decision.
"The defendants have
the option of seeking a
review of the decision
before the U.S. Supreme
Court. We will have to
wait to see what they do."
said Assistant U.S. Attorney William Cohen of
Nashville.
Last February, a threejudge panel of the 6th Circuit agreed with the
defendants' argument
that the RICO act cannot
be applied td the governor's office and overturned their convictions. U.S.
Attorney Joe Brown of
Nashville requested a
hearing before the full 6th
Circuit Court.
In Wednesday' majority opinion, Chief Judge
George Edwards wrote,
"We conclude that the
language and plain meaning of the statute does not
exclude the identification
of a governmental office
as a RICO enterprise,
that the weight of authority thus far developed is
unanimously of the view
that an indictment cast in
this form is within the
congressional intent and
valid, and that a review
of legislative history cif
this statute indicates no
'contrary legislative . intent."

Mature. re
Wanted
sponsible adult to keep 5
month old baby, in our
home
Must have re
ferences Write PO Box
10400 Murray. Ky.
42071

WANTED

Hand oils and tinting are done in
our studio.
CARTER STUDIO

Court decision to be appealed
CINCINNATI AP A federal appellate
court's decision
upholding the racketeering convictions of three
men accused of conspiring to sell clemencies
during former Tennessee
Gov. Ray Blanton's administration will be appealed to the U.S.
Supreme Court, an attorney says.
Attorney Gary
Blackburn of Nashville,
who represented Blanton's former legal
counsel T. Edward Sisk,
said following Wednesday's decision that the
appeal will be filed in a
few days,
The 6th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals, in a 7-3
decision, reversed an
earlier decision by three
of its judges and upheld
the convictions of Sisk,
Charles Frederick
Taylor, an ex-Tennessee
Highway Patrol lieutenant assigned to Blanton's security staff, and
William Aubrey Thompson, a former member of
the Democratic Party
Executive Committee in
Hamilton County.
Sisk and Taylor pleaded guilty to conspiring to
sell clemencies to state
inmates under a pleabargain agreement in
March 1981, but reserved
the right to appeal their

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

Fri. 6 p.m.
to 10 p.m.
Shrimp, scallops,
frog legs, fish,
clams, and salad
bar.
5998
And a Sunday
Buffet 11-3

Summer Supper
Sole
Independence
United
Methodist Church
Saturday,
August 7
6:00 p.m.
Home Con Goods
Handmade ire-, ind
Je
odds ends •
Food Availoble

PUBLIC INVITED
Looking for a storage
box or hope chest,
greeting cards, bir
dhouses, 04.9 See
Gerald Waldrop at
Bank of Murray Fri
and Sat.

SUMMER
CLEARANCE
on assorted
plants.
Shirley Florist &
Garden Center
502 N 4th Street
Murray Kentucky
42071
Phone 753-3251

Sale

23 Exterminating

Lost silver ano wir, •
female birdclog
8
Redden Kearney PIP"
On name plate Call i_••
Reoden 435 4525

Banniji THE
TERRESTRIAL

Glut results in smaller profits
LOUISVILLE,- Ky.
AP) - Growing conditions have been ideal for
tomatoes and other
vegetable crops in. Central Kentucky and a
resulting vegetable glut
is causing farmers to
take home smaller profits.

•••
••
•
•
•
•

1E'X IC Mb
5 Lost and Found

Bus
and
boys
dishwasher
part
time only. Apply in
person from 4-5
p.m. this week.
Seven Seas Hwy.
641 North.

Want two persons, men
or women, prefer over
40 Base salary S180 a
week plus bonus Must
have automobile
Call
753 7654

9. Situation Wanted
i will sit with kids and
older people anytime.
753
W3
ill3914
d o. baby sitting in
my home. Call 753 2708.
Will do lawn work. Call
anytime, 436 2226.
Will sit with elderly.
Have references. Call
753 9444.
Would like to do
babysitting in my home.
Kirksey area. Have
references. 489 2787.

11, Instruction
Piano Lessons- ex•.
perienced music
teacher with Music
Education Degree has a
few openings for
students. Pamela
Matlick 753 9716.

14. Want to Buy
Good used book racks,
card racks, and produce
scales. Cash register,
office desk and chair.
Call 436 2438.
Want to buy any type
Ii rconditioner that
needs repair. Call Dill's
Electric 753 9104

Kelley's Termite
8 Pest Control
Pions 753 3914

24. Miscellaneous
I 12 Man tent with
divider and tarpe Also
2 camp stoves and I
Coleman lantern
Tent
-s excellent condition
S375 buys all 753 9661
1966 318 Dodge me"318 Dodge transm,ss
1973 Chevy 400 trail
mission. 2 I2in
Fora
tractor plows. 753 8649
4,000 BTU Sears room
airconditioner $100 .
13i n
Sears portable
color t.v $150 7539280'
Air compressor,
ingersol Rand, S HP,
good condition
Call
759 1809
Firewood cut to order.
.25
per rick
Call
436 7792.
For sale AA Kirby and
Electrolux vacuum
cleaners, with at
tachments
Good as
new Call Paris 901 642
7473
New typewriter table
desk with two drop
leaves. 753 7554,
Portable Smith Corona
Electra 200, antique
cherry wardrobe, studio
easel, glass oil lamps,
mirrors_ Call 436 2237.
Sawdust
Will deliver.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.
Hwy 12 North McKenzie,
Tenn. 901.352 5777, after
5p.m. 901-352 3632.
Seasoned Firewood $18
rick, $23 deliver
Calloway 436 5806.
Seasoned saw mill
slabs_ Pickup truck load
S6.50, large truck $20 for
loose slabs. Located
near New Concord. Call
753 7531.
Set of box springs for
single bed, 2 10 speed
bikes and a Trail 70,
753-9915.
Seven modern used
windows for sale_ 436
5830.
Small Norcold re
frigerator, toys, tools,
paint, fans plus 1969
Subaru 2 cylinder car
and more. The corner of
418 Main Street Fri and
Sat
Upright piano, 30 gallon
aquarium with accessories, Bass guitar
amp
759 1608 after
Sa.m
Victoria 200 tomato
juicer $25_99, grape
spiral 56.99, berry
screen S8.99. Wallen
Hdw.-Paris, Tenn.
Window airconditioner
22000 BTU $250
Hot
water heater 30 gallon
$75. 1979 Malibu Classic
54150. 753 0092

27. Mobile Home Sales

15. Articles for Sale

Special
Sale
Smith 8. Wesson 44
Col. revolver, 8 inch
barrel, Power
Custom, Independance Mo,
Vernon's Western
Store
OLYMPIC PLAZA
OPEN 9am to
9pm DAILY
SUNDAY lpm
to 6pm
753-7113

Have 5 minutes? Call
759 4444 for on inspirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 7594445.

GRANNY'S
PORCH
153314S Breakfast
Anytime lunch and Dinner Catfish Specialist
Plate lunches Sandwiches B B 0 Thurs.
Open to 1 a m

M 8. G. Complete Glass
Co has a complete line
of glass. plexiglass, and
mirrors We install auto
glass and replace Side
mirrors, /Or Cars. ar,C
trucks
We install
aluminum store fronts
plate glass
and in
sulated glass
We fix
storm windows, storm
dOOrS, and screens We
cut glass table tops
(Inct wind.99,
_
glass We also repair
7-7- 11R! 1191516C670:06t107 doer
glass M & G Glass Co
916 Coldwater Rd 753
0180 or /53 2798

1974 12 x 40 Guerdon
semi furnished $3200
thin
Panasonic black Phone 606
672 3479
and white t.v. $50.
Excellent picture and
condition. Phone 759
ELEGANT
9567.
Exercise bike $75. 753
4923 after 6p.m.
For sale Atari Video
game with 6 carirlifiges
for $200 Call after 3p.m.
753 9507.
Used tobacco sticks
345 2261

16, Home Furnishings

18 Foot white monowall LR with bay
window. 15 foot kit,
oak cab's, pantry,
Utility Room. Quality northern built 2
BR 14 x 70
819,900
LAKE BARKLEY
SALES
Hwy 62, Kuttawa
Open Sat & Sun.

Black vinyl sofa with
matching chair $50.
753 4440
z
GE Refrigerator ?ICU. 1974 12 x 70, 2 large
ft frost free ice maker, bedrooms, 22 x 12 living
harvest gold. Whirpool room, 2 full bathes
dryer harvest gold. Call underpinning and front
436 2593 or 762 2747.
porch
Call 492
Nice
Queen size hide-a bed, 8879 after 6p m
with matching chair
Early American style 1976 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
off white vinyl. Phone on 34 acre lot with
outside storage. Central
753 7989 after 5p.m.
heat and air with wood
stove. 753 2534, 753 0226.
17, Vacuum Cleaners
1976 Sea Breeze, Brown
Vacuum Cleaners
and white, 12 x 65, with 9
Authorized Electrolux
x 11 pullout in living
Sales and Service Call
room, 3 bedroom cen
753 3639
tral heat, 2 window air
conditioners, 7 month
22, Musical
old whirlpool refrigera
1979 Model white Gibson
tor with ice maker, 1
SG with case S600 also
year old GE washer and
Peavy Amp with
dryer, new carpet
pedal
foot
Memory man
throughout, completely
and cords 5400 or $850 furnished with house
Call
type furniture. $11.500
for everything
762 4056
step up on lot Call for
more information 492
Baldwin Pianos and
New Used. 828s.
Organs
Lonardo Piano Co., Four 2 bedroom fur
next to
Paris, Tenn
nished 12x60 trailers
Penney's
Good condition. Call
CAR STEREO Pioneer, 753 4808.
eenwood, Marantz, Imperial Spartan Man
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
sion house trailer for
fessional installation. sale. Phone 753 1537
Sunset Boulevard Music One used 10 x 55f!
Dixieland Center
mobile home with air
Chestnut St 751 0113
condition
Can be
moved or left on lot
Also 1 1979 Fleetwing
lift
camper trailer
INFLATION
With aircondition
Ben
IRICES
Nix 753 3785 after 6p m
On Pioneer, Sony
Two' bcd:iti.wrt trailer
central neat and ' air,
Sanyo
Majestic
furnished Call 753 41333
Marmots cur

eeeeeee
Wield of Sound

Welol.

753-5865

N. Business Rentals

04'
Here

41, Public Sale

d ,
1 00
(mu Id

Fut urE

5 -Party

d,is

'53 I.
Lore?'

Garage Sale
1601 Porklone
Furniture

z

kids

clothes, adult clothes
coats
small op
phonces
household
items including linens
Hondo

Mini-FrOil

doghouse.
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753 4758

32. Apts. For Rent

Bull
acre
inchi
dabl
Unit
bit
higl
ban
pric
Call
RE)
1222

Yard
Sale
Fri. and Sat. 6

miles East
1 2
Furnished apartments,
efficiency. 1 or 2 bed
on 280. Lawn
room
Also sleeping
rooms
Zimmerman
mower, tiller,
Apts S 16th 753 6609.
misc. tools, and
Near University
2 be
droom apartment, with
items.
other
large living room, kit
chen, bath with shower
436-2312.
and ample closet space.
Range- refrigerator,
dishwasher and garb
age disposer. Has
washer dryer hookup
3-FAMILY
Central heat and air
GARAGE SALE
Low utility costs 753
7114 before 5 - 30
Sat., Aug. 6
Available Sept. 1.
8-3 p.m.
Near University
I be
droom furnished apar
2 miles South
tment
Bathroom has
tub and shower. Lrving on 641 right on
room 'couch makes a Tom
Taylor Rd.
bed. $120 month, deposit
will
Sign
be
required. 753 7114 be
fore 5.30. Available posted.
now.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near down
town Murray. 753 4109,
762 6650 or 436 2844
One bedroom $80
2
bedroom $100
Water,
stove, refrigerator,
airconditioner, fur
nishecl at Lynn Grove.
Phone 753 7874.
Thurs., Fri. ONLY
Two bedroom Town
8-4
Houses available at
Hamlet North Apart
1665 Ryon Ave
ments, carpeted, cen
Color T V , sofa,
tral air and heat, range,
disposal, dishwasher, shelves, clothes,
much much more
refrigerator, washer
and dryer hookwp.
Lease required
Call z
753 7550 or1,53 7559.
Two young ladies wan°
to share a nice hous•
with another woman
Near MSU and down
town. '2 bath private
entrance. Available
August 1. Call Rebekah
Sat., Aug. 7
after 5p m 753 6577

VVOR 1
LOOK
seen a
worth
money
YOu sa
2 bath
room
in A
will re
sure y
you Si
tour c
fury :
Rea Ito
he wil
reason,

YARD
SALE

4-Party
Yard Sale

33. Rooms for Rent
Three sleeping rooms
for rent near Univers
ity. 753 1492 or after
6p.m , 753 0187.
Women students $295
per semester 1611 Olive
Street. Contact Dr
Farless 753 3531 or 753
7885.

34. Houses for Rent
1301 Peggy Ann 3 bed
room house for rent.
Call 435 4278_
For rent 2 bedroom
energy efficient house.
recently re decorated.
Central air, central gas,
large yard, near local
shopping center, walk
dig distance to school.
A 1 condition. 759 9223
days or 753 5455 nights.
Newly re decorated 1
bedroom unfurnished.
Highest heat bill under
S30. Couple preferred.
$185 plus security. 7538198
Six yea" old 3 bedroom
near Ken Lake Resort
Carpeted, AC, water
furnished. S!95 .
442 5647.
Small house in Counfir.
Call 753 4065.
Two bedroom newly
decorated house, 3
miles east of Murray_
Barn, pasture. and out
building. 1 month de
posit, 5250 a month rent
/53 1463

36. For Rent or Lease
A 1000 Sq. Ft. retail
store available for sub
lease in the Bel Air
Con
Shopping Center
tact Iry Tick Realty,
Paducah, Ky. 444 7755.
Want to Lease small
farm with good house
and stock barn
136 2997

37. Livestock•Supplies
Hickory Lane Stables
horse stall and riding
759
lesson available
4588 or 753 7637

38. Pets-Supplies
AK C Cocker Spaniel
male 8 weeks old. Shots
and wormed Buff color
Call after 5p m
753 7915
AKC Lhasa Apso pups
Cocker pups blIck and
1 -an, buff, and
Weimaraner 19011 648
5725.
A K C Registered
Doberman puppy

cliamp , o is ship
:.!IT

285Mobile Home RentalS :b7513-•67diine.: _759'4588
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home for rent
Call 435 4278

43.R€

Pit Bulldog puppies for
sale Dover, in 237 5045
after 60 m

0.m

1012 Payne St.
7 am.???
2 houses behind
Wells Electric.
Childrens, ladies, and
mens clothes, toys,
lots of odds and ends.

Frar
ray.

WI
chaii
chaii
desk
sils,
item.

As

YARD SALE

all

Big yard sole In. and
Sat. 907 Vine from I-3.
Sail Ma bay walker, in.
fist set, baby items; lots of
nice childrens clothing, nice
mans and women, clothing.
G.E elertnc iron, Sarn.
sonde brief case lots of
appliances and household
items Drapes and curtains
like new Cancelled in rose
of rain_

icolIc

14(
on gr

Sh(

3-Party
Garage Sale

T1
tion
day,
aucti
ty N

and Sat.
Aug. 6, 7
8-4 p.m.
906 Doran Rd.
Ladies sportswear
size 8, lots of
childrens clothes size
4-8, toys and other
items to numerous to
mention.
Fri.

Farm

6

BARN AND
GARAGE SALE

42
7
1

Fri. and Sat
759-4702
At Lynn Grove in
back of house. Signs
on 94 West rood. Set
of weight lifting
equipment, picnic
table, good 2 wheel
trailer, dishwasher,
lawn mower, new Holly 4 barrel corborotor,
many more items to
numerous to mention.

373
12
34
10
5
52
12
2
33
10
1
2
1
2

YARD SALE
MOVING SALE
Fri. and Sat.
7 c.m.-???
208S 15th St.
Household
items, fall
fashions, 2
lphyclei, fawn
IllOwer,

4
3
2
.2

guitar,

much much more.
•

4

r
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43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

A REAL MONEYMAKER
Each sicre
has IWO bedrooms. 1
bath, eat in kitchen
Here's a chance to have
a home with income anc
build equity for the
future
Phone for de
tails and appointment
753 1492, Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

ids

thes
op
ehold
nests

rail

East
Lawn

iller,
, and

:
1
401:ili410114
7531222
Building site plus
acreage. 23 acres
includes 16 tendable and 7 in
timber. Located on
blacktopped
highway. Stock
barn included and
priced at $19.900.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY - 7531222. •

Porde. & Thurman
lasuroace &
Roil
Soothside Coort Sq
Murray, footway
753-4451

Recently listed, ideally
located residential
building lot on Larkspur
Drive adioining
Gatesborough Subdivi
son Offered at 58,500
Owner financing
available
KOPPE RUD
REALTY 753 1222

Cramped? Need room?
More 39 lots of roe
•is tbi•
4 bedroom Immo located be
Kirksey ere. An older
home with modern
decorating
large dinitig
coon, den living room
Also hes • large closed in
front porch Best of all is
the price only $21 500

41 Real Estate

47. Motorcycles

49. Used Cars

Western cedar 3 bed
room 1 bath home, with
spacious living area and
extremely functional
kitchen
Central heat,
extra room to work and
play Triple garage with
outside storage. plus 10
beautiful wooded acres
Located on paved road.
Hwy 4441 Only S383900
Come make an offer
Call Spann Realty As
soc 753 7724

1976 Honda SSC Four,
windshiel 0
rraSnbar,SiSAYbar , 7
helmets, excellent con
Call
cl.t,3n $960
759 4825
978 Yamaha 6 5 0
Special
Fully
customized
Must sell
753 984.4 after 44) m
19711 Yamaha 400CC 3500
miles Call 753 6273
1979 Yamaha KS11 Cali

1977 Caprice Classic 30
ears experience
Chevrolet
I owner. House oarn and gar
°ought new in Murray age ouilcting
Repair
Phone 753 6855 or 753 and acioitions home.
6774 or see at Ozark Log
Homes
1978 Oldsmobile De '
U loaded. 53950
C
753 2813
1979 Malibu Classic
door
metallic
Power steering pow -

41Strout
ReoH,
.
Office Coon to Coast
Sayers from Everywhere
Reliable Service Silica 1900
11,2 Celdieeter lead
Money, Kr/rocky 42071
(5021753 0116
Anytime
10E L. KENNON
broker
Simnel A Beaded

For
Sale
Reduced to sell!
Best Honda XL
125 in Calloway
County. Less than
100 miles. See at
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods.

For sale 73 Kawasaki
500 good condition 753
9701 ask for Mike
Nice 1 • 2 acre lot on Wrecked 900CC Honda
80
model Needs about
blacktop. 2 bedroom all
electric trailer Utilities $700 repair work 2500
in for another deep well. actual miles, motors
perfect 51000
WORTH A SECOND
Sell all or par/ 753 4091.
Dover,
Tn 232 5045 after 6p m
LOOK If you have not
Vacant commercial lot
'seen a home yet that's
for kale on south side of 48. Auto
worth your time and
court square downtown
money then it is time
Realtors
Murray. Lot measures import Auto Salvage
you saw this 4 bedroom.
42 x 110 and was former New and used auto
Village Hwy. 641 N.
2 bath home, a family
location of Western parts
Open 8 5
Murray, Ky.
room the kids can live
Auto which was de Mon Sat
Automotive
in. A living room you
stroyed by fire Phone transmissions $65 ex
will really live in We're
KOPPERUD REALTY change, radiators $20.
Three
bedroom
spac
sure you will like what
exchange, starters and
ious family room 1 acre for details 753 1221.
you see For a grand
alternators $20
lot. Located minutes
ex
tour call 753 1492, Cen
change
Deposit re
fury 21, Loretta Jobs from Murray on 641
(wired
without an ex
South
Possible owner 23 i4 Acres with small
Realtors
Owner Says
financing to qualified lake, 8 acres tillable change Call 474 2325
he will not refuse any
buyer.
Offered
at
$25.
Duane's
balance
Place Used
in
markable
reasonable offer
000. Call Spann Realty timber. 3 miles from Volkswagon parts, tune
Assoc 753 7724
up,
break jobs, rebuilt
Kirksey on blacktop.
Must sell. Sacrifice motors. 435 4272.
Call 753 6173 or 759 9915
49.UsedCars
after 7.30p.m

Call us at
753-4000 or 4892266.

44. Lotsfor Sale

Services

]LE
6
;outh
t on
Rd.
be

45. Farms for Sale

SQUARE
'DANCING

NLY
k ye.
sofa,
ithes,
lore.

Fri. Night

Lynn Grove
Roller Rink
Closed Sat. night

AUCTION SALE
le

7

St.

behind

tric.

s, and
toys,
ends.

ri end
Fri 3,3
her, in
iots of
Fig, nice
!tithing.

Lots of
lisehold
curtMils
in case

Saturday, August 7, 1982, 10
a.m. Rain or shine. At the home of
Frank Dibble, 320 Woodlawn, Murray.
Will sell davenport. 2 living room
chairs, color TV, dinet set, set of 5 oak
chairs, camel back trunk. 2 twin beds, oak
desk chairs, refrigerator, cooking utensils, all kinds of hand tools, also lots more
items too numerous to mention.

Auctioneers Note: I don't know what
all is in this house because the family
called me from Texas.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
on grounds.

Sale conducted by

Shoemaker Auction Service
753-0262 or 753-9324

AUCTION

;ale
t.

id.
tswear
is of

es site
other

rOus to

IL'

ire in

Signs
d. Set
if ting
picnic
wheel
usher,
w Hal>rotor,
ms to
ntion.
oommoh

LE
ALE

It
St
o ld

• I

lawn
iitar,
lore

brakes. airconcliticreel

St'A,C.

SIISO

1978 Buick, 4
doors, excellent
condition. Local
car extra extra
sharp, 301
engine, good gas
milage, loaded.

753-7113
For sale 1977 Mustang
silver with black inter
ior, V 6 4 speed trans.,
air, AM FM stereo,
cruise control, sun roof,
new tires, excellent
condition $2850. 1972
Ford Country Squire
Wagon $275 437 4999
Like new 1978 Dodge
Diplomat. Loaded, vel
our interior, new, tires,
and wheels
759 1775,
753-7701.
Surplus Jeeps Cars
Boats Many sell for
under 550. For information call 312 931
1961 Ext. 1774

50. Used Trucks

3011
:
70

53. Services Offered
uminum and'my
smite, nod Aluminum
tri* far PI Poses It

stop pailog.
/ads Glow

53. Services Offered

53 Serves Offered

.PPLIANCE
RVICE
Kenmore,
isegti nghouSe,
.sisirlpool
20 years

Lake Refrigeration Air
conditioners small ap
pi iances repaireo
474
81341

experience Parts and Need work on
your
service Bobby HOOP!, trees' Topping,
prim
BOWS Appliance
Ser
5th St
7 7

ing. shaping
complete
removal and more Cali
B9VER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
tessfonal tree care
Will clean carpets,
753 8536
windows also clews
Refrigeration and Air
Condition
Service and
and wax hard wood
Pepair Central air Air
floors
Satisfaction
onditioners cleaned
guaranteed
Gas up on air con
citioners 513 436 5536
Roy's Carpenter Shop
ustom wood working
Guttering of Sears cabinet
tops kitchen
Sears 'continuous gut cabinets
remodeling
ters installed for your additions
insurance
specifications
Call repairs
753 5883
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
vice 102 S
4
7 5 3
753-8006f

e

CampOe.
Ser
vice
Topping
trim
ming, removing
Full
insurance
Call 1 527
0918
Carpet and linoleum
753-3716
installation 51 50 sa
10 years e x
yard
753-5292
perience in Murray
* FORCE Es,
*
area Also home repair
and remodeling Phone
753 0770 ask for Bob
Chimney Sweeping
Appliance repair work
Service. Do it now
all brands Specialize in
tappen Call 753 5341 or. before you need your
chimney
Later we will
354-6956 Earl Lovett
have a working list Call
.•-sphaft driveways and 435 4348 or 762 4792
parking lots sealed by
Coal lump or egg call or
Sears
For tree es
write Edward lpock Rt.
firnates call 753 2310
Roofing All Types, 15
1 Dawson Springs 42468
Build and Repair phone 797 8318
years experience, all
tobacco barns
Free
Concrete, block, brick,
work guaranteed Don
estimate. Call 435 4347
basements, foun
Wilkerson, 489T580
dations, drive ways,
of 345-2602.
FREE ESTIMATES On Sidewalks, patios, and
All Electrical. Plumb chimneys
Free es.
ing, Painting, and Well t!mates CaH 7Y: 547/S
Pump Needs Licensed
K & K STUMP REMO
Call 753 0092 or 753 9673.
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
Fence sates at Sears
your yard or land
now Call Sears 753 2310
ROOF
cleared of stumps-, We
for free estimate for
can remove stumps up
your needs.
PROBLEMS?
to 14 inches below the
GENERAL HOME
Need a second opiground, leaving only
REPAIR. 15 years ex
sawdust and chips Call
nion? Build-up or
perience. Carpentry,
free estimates Bob
concrete, plumbing,
Residential. Local for
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
roofing, sliding. NO
referances. Call Hugh
Kemp Jr 435 4319
JOB TO SMALL. Free
Outland, 759-1718 of
MITCHELL
estimates
Days 474
753-8076.
BLACK TOPPING
2359, nights 474 2276
Commercial, Indust
rial, Residential, also
Patching and Seal
31101111
SeffICt
CO
Coat;ng Phone 753 1537
311111110 ate rityl
tos)on
trio
work

ROBINSON
DAY

1979 Dodge Power Wa
gon V 8, 4x4, long wheel
base, air condition,
automatic. power
Bermes Call Rill El
steering, AM FM, re
Bailey, 1S3-863,
movable camper top
54700 or best offer
1947 Chrysler, 1969 436-5414.
46. Homesfor
Buick, nice, offer. 436
Vinyl.
For sale 1965 Chevy JC & C *Sheeting
aluminum, steel & vinyl
pickup 759 9702.
Alma Heights 3 bed 5806.
coated aluminum siding
room 2 bath brick home. 1971 Chevrolet Impala
and trim for houses
Large kitchen, dining fair shape, new tires
Also fiberglass shake
room, family room with 5350. 489 2758 after
1973 Shasta camper Siding . We also put on or
5p.m.
fireplace 753 8633.
12ft 51200 or best offer repair
galvanized and
Assumable loan 4 bed 1971 Pontiac Firebird must sell. 759 9673.
aluminum roofs and
room 1
2 bath, TVA Power brakes, steering,
20ft. Coachman Cadet siding for barns
759
insulated, new roof, air 753 1977.
753 9915.
1600 office or 753 0329
well landscaped lot, low 1972 Gremlin
motor Concorde travel trailer home.
utilities. 753 0977, 753 needs some work,
will 21ft. Sleeps 5, aircon
9274.
sell cheap Call 435 4195.
ditioning, fully self
Beautiful home in Lynn 1974 Cadillac
excellent contained 53000 Dover,
FLOOR SANDING
Grove 3 bedroom, living condition. Loaded.
Tn. 232'5045 after 6p m.
436
AND FINISHING
room, dining room and 2997.
...lc-ken- combination.
12.
20 years experience.
,7,arage also carport 1974 Gremlin straight
Stained floors our
shift. Asking 5550 Call 16 Foot Sidewinder Ski
Central heat and air,
753 5562.
speciality.
Boat, 145 Hp Mercui',
wood burning stove, 2
motor, Call 753 5041.
extra lots with new 1974 Mustang II excel
BODEAU
lent
condition
51550.
garage in back. I m
16ft. Alumacraft Yukon
FLOOR CO.
mediate possession. 759 Will trade See at 1803 with Dixie Craft trailer
354-6127
College Farm Road
4702.
good condition $850
753 1635 after ap.m.
For Sale By Owner 2
bedroom, aluminum
18 Foot day sailer
siding, kitchen, dining
Chrysler Buccaneer has
CARPET CLEANING,
room, living room, full
spinnaker' and all
Free Estimates
bath. Stove and re
equipment. Call
Satisfied references,
frigerator, fully car
753 8838.
Vibra Steam or Quick
Peted, electric floor
1978 Bass Boat Hydra Dry Cleaning
furnace, low electric
Sport with 175 Mercury (Upholstery Cleaning).
• bills. Be an ideal in
1977 T -Bird, motor and trailer. Carl Lee's Carpet Cleaning
vestment for couple.
after 3,00p.m. 753 2330.
753 5827.
Located at 204 S. 11th St.
white with red
Low 20's Call 753-7534
trim,
mint
condior 753 1880 after
5 00p.m.
tion, low n‘ileage.

Sale

51. Campers

753-3317

Airconditioning
repair and electrical service.
436-2271
Save Money. Have your
carpets cleaned in
August for only 10 cents
square foot References
on request, insured,
free estimate Call Jeff
at 7530015.
Will do yard work and
hedge trimming, cut
and remove dead
hedge Call 753 0712 or
753 353.4
Will sharpen hand saws,
circular saws, and
chain saws 753 4656

55. Feed and Seed
Wheat straw and hay
for sale After 6p m call
753 8480

AUCTION SALE
Friday August 6th at 3:30 P.M. on the Courthouse
lawn in Murray, Ky.
Will sell about 26 benches that came from the old circuit court
room

For more information call Judge Executive George
Weaks at 753-2920.

Dan Miller, Auctioneer
Licensed 8, Bonded in Ky. IL Tenn.
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
a

Boats-Motors

FOR
SALE

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

753-7113.
Like new 2
bedroom house
in Panorama
Shores on
waterview lot.
Paneled walls,
fireplace,
carpeted, lots
of cabinets.
753-5317.

The Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public auction on Satur- Good country living on
acres. Nice brick
day, August 7, 1982, at 9:00 a.m. The four
home, central heat and
auction will be held at the Calloway Coun- • air, all appliances and
furniture will
ty Maintenance Building, 2108 College some
stay. -Large 30 x 25
• workshop. House is only
Farm Rood, Murray, Kentucky.
three years old. KOP
August 7, 1982
PERUD REAL-TV
753 1222.
9:00 a.m.
Lakefront 1 story home.
Beautiful view of Pine
SURPLUS SALE
Bluff from glass front
6
'71 International buses-60 great room 2 baths,
many extras, furnished
passenger
2000sci
ft. Own-er
42
Lockers with doors
financing available.
Call
436
2237
7
Open lockers with baskets
Over '2 acre, brick
1
Partial roll of chicken wire
home on 2 lots_
Maplewood Dr
t '2
373
Flower pots
miles east off 94. 3 good
12
Gray tables
sized bedrooms with
bath, central heat and
34
Brown tables
airconditioning
Range.
refrigeator, dis
10
Table tops
hwasher, city water,
5
Teacher desks
attached garage, land
52
Plastic chairs
sc aped. good garden
space. T V. and C.B
12
Folding chairs
tower, enclosed patio.
Much more must be
2
Bell 8 Howell Screen Box and
seen to appreciate.
cabinet (for 16mm projector)
759 1328_
33
Wood chairs with metal legs
Owner leaving state
must sell this week
10
Big top student desks
Make an offer on this
1
Small top student desk
nice 4 ahdroom home.
Lots of great features
2
Hoover upright vacuum cleaners
413 S 8th 753 7330
1
Metal mag rock
Two bedroom brick
2
G.E. 'Black 8. White television house with full base
ment gas heal,
ust
sets
remodeled, new drapes,
carpet. great
4
Goodyear tires
,I . neighborhood ...803
3
Firestone tires
2
Empco tires
47.Motorcycles
2
8-ply mud and snow lire
1980_ Yamaha - GS 250
Miscelloneous- lteMs
excellent condition 4500
miles,, extras.
751 8987

COPY AVAILABLE

53. Services Offered

8895.

1982 Mazda 626 luxury '
owner bought new in
Murray
753 1331 or
after 5p.m , 753 1207
1982 Toyota Starlet 5
speed. 4.800 miles, tin
ted glass, AM FM
radio, 40Mpg Will sell
for bank payoff. Call
753 9644

House with 1 or 8 acres of land in
the Northwest part of county. 2 or
3 bedroom, 2 baths, recreation
room. Owner will consider partial
financing. Call 753-6447.

Yes, we at the World of Sound, brag,
because our Tapes, 1.P's and Blank Tapes
are cheaper, than the big discount stores.
753-5865

CAINS AMC - JEEP - RENAULT,
INC.

ESTATE AUCTION
Auction Sale Saturday, August 7th at 10:00 A.M. At
the late Mr. Curtis Newsome home place. Turn off of
highway 121 between Murray and Mayfield at Stella,
KY onto highway 299 to Kirksey. Go through Kirksey to
first blacktop road, turn left and follow auction signs,
3rd house past Tucker dairy. WIII sell farm equipment,
antiques, and gogd usable furniture.
Old glass door pie safe, old tin door pie safe, small glass door
cabinet, old kitchen cabinet, good wash stand. Victrola and
records that play, nice gate leg table, old gramophone and
records. 2 nice old chiffrobes, unusual dresser with long mirror
and hat box or secretary on ane, other odd dresser, spindle back
rocker, hiback rocker, good small egg basket, willow table, small
odd tables, magazine rack, rollaway bed, like new 30" electric
stove, small refrigerator, couch and chair, other odd chairs,
straight charis, meal barrel. cheese hoop. small wash kettles,
good dinner kettle, iron tea kettle, iron skillets, muffin pans, flat
irons, dutch ovens, some old glass and china, blue fruiters on
stem, blue platter, blue butter dish, carnival pieces, pink pieces.
green pieces on stem, old buttermilk pitchers. old meat platter,
nice .aladdin lamp, kerosene lamp,' unusual aspirin bottle, old
churn. George Goodman jug. other stone jugs, one lot of old
pocket knives. Ashley wood heater, 3 or 4 ricks of wood, warm
morning heater, 3400 Poulan chain saw. good Snapper Comet
riding mower with electric start, like new push mower. 2 old corn
shellers, 3-good old shotguns, 1-22 automatic rifle. 10-gal, milk
cans. fruit jars, carpenter tools, brass knob hames. log chains.
like new 600 Ford tractor and equipment, tractor has less than
2000 hours (Tractor and equipment will sell at 1 P.M. l. garden
tiller, wheel barrow. Jenny I.ind Bed, like new G.E. Washer &
Dryer. Many other items not listed. lunch available, not responsi.
;
ble for accidents. For more information and your auction needs
call 435-4144 Lynn Grove. KY.

Sale Conducted by

Dan Miller's
Auction Service
Licensed S. Bonded in kr-s. Tenn.
My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

AUCTION
SALE
Tuesday August 10th at 5:30 P.M. in front of City
Hall at 5th and Poplar St. in Murray, Ky.
'79 Dodge 1 ton. 4 wheel dri‘e with air
compressor. 1/C. power brakes. power
steering. 20.000 mi.
ALS()IN STOCK
2-1979 .1-10's
-1980 Eagle AN agar
1980 CJ3

-641N. Murray
75.3-6448

Will sell 2-1981 Ford LTD's. 2-1979 Buick Lesabre's. on 1978
Ford, one 1977 Cheverolet 3/4 ton 4 wheel drive pick up. 4 ten
Speed bicycles. and 2 other wise, one large lot of parking meters.
electric coin separator/counter, some dark room equipment. an
omega D-2 enlarger type D. The cars above are police cruisers,
are in good running condition and clean, the cars are equipped
with heavy duty equipment, with power steering, power brakes
and air conditioned. Detail announcement day of sale will take
orecedence over printed matter

Sale conducted by Dan Miller Auction Service.
.liformation and your auction needs call 435-4144,
For more
Lynn Grove, Ky. Not responsible for occident.

Dori Miller, Auctioneer
Licensed 8 Bonded in K. 11. Tenn.
My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
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OBITUARIES

Bill Parks, Sr., Albert Lencki
dies; funeral dies at home
Wednesday
on Saturday
Rupert Bill Parks,
Sr., V,305 North 10th St.,
died Wednesday at 10:20
p.m. at Murray-Callowav
County Hospital.
The deceased was a
Jeweler and watchmaker
having been employed at
Lindsey's Jewelers and
before that at H.B.
Bailey. Jeweler. He was a
member of Watchmakers
Guild,
Mr. Parks was a
member of the First
Christian Church where
he had served as a
deacon, elder, teacher
and treasurer.
Born gpril 8, 1900. in
Marshall County. he was
..the son of the late James
'Parks and Mary Peterson
Parks.
Survivors include his
wife. Mrs. Mary Flowers
Parks, to whom he was
married on Dec. 25, 1929;
one daughter. Mrs. Annette Betts. Goodland,
Kan.; one son, Rupert
Fowler Parks. Jr.,
•
Charlotte, N.C.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Ola Bailey.
806 Olive St.. Murray.and
Mrs. Sule Wyatt.
Paducah: four, grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 10 a.m. at
First Christian Church.
Dr. David Roos will officiate.
.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Arrangements are by
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home where friends may
call after 3 p.m. Friday.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the
Ministerial Scholarship
Fund.

Albert F. Lencki, 69,
Rt. 6, died Wednesday at
2:55 p.m. at his home. He
was a retired engineering
custodian.
The deceased was a
member of St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Born
Dec. 3. 1912, in Chicago,
Ill., he was the son of the
late Louis Lencki and
Theresa Kalewski
Lwncki.
Survivors include his
wife. Mrs. Vera Moretti
Lencki; one daughter,
Mrs. Theresa Lizio, Wood
Dale, Ill.; one-son, Albert
Edward Lencki. 1904
Greenbrier, Murray.
Also survitvitig are two
sisters. Miss Violet Lencki, Murray, and Mrs.
Gertrude Niles, Chicago.
Ill.; two brothers, Joseph
Lencki and Edward Lencki, both of Chicago.
five grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
.
arrangements.

Drama group
presented
with grant
FRANKFORT. Ky.
1AP. - John McCann.
managing director of the
Jenny Wiley Drama
Association, has been
presented with a $30,000
outdoor drama grant by
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
The grant is given by
the Department of the
Arts to administer the
1982 summer outdoor
theater production.
The drama group at the
park near Prestonsburg
has presented 64 musical
productions since its
founding in 1964.
The presentation was
made Wednesday in
Frankfort.

Boy and pet
both killed
by lightning

FRANKFORT, Ky say is community leaders officials and private
AP. - Kentucky coin- need to make their com- leaders.
The participants will be
!tierce officials feel that munities as livable as
the livability of a com- they are workable." given a questionnaire to
fill out when they return
munity plays an impor- Nichols said.
Nichols said the GEAR to their home comtant part in decisions on
locating or expanding in- program will provide. munities concerning a
local communities, dozen basic areas such as
dustry.
And they have begun a especially the smaller city services, recreation,
program to help local ones, with expert advice downtown area and incommunity leaders take from the private sector dustrial aspects.
Nichols said the
a look at their whole com- and with a recognition
munity in efforts to at- program that will answers are designed to
tract industrial pro- hopefully catch the eye of highlight problems the
corporate executives conununity has that need
spects.
The new program, call- looking for sites for new attention.
The questionnaire will
ed the Governor's or expanded facilities.
"We have several ex- be included with an apEconomic Achievement
Recognition program, or amples, such as the cor- plication for the GEAR
GEAR,was lobe explain- porate executive who program and will be used
ed to local officials and came to make inspection by Nichols staff and the
private leaders at a day- and brought along his Kentucky Industrial
long conference today at wife, who went downtown Development Council to
Lexington's Hyatt Regen- shoping." Nichols said. assign a team of private
"He came back thrilled... sector experts to work
cy Hotel.
John Nichols, who is in about the industrial with the community.
The Industrial Developcharge of the program in aspect, but his wife was
the Office of Economic so disappointed in the ment Council is a privati.
Development. said the commerical sector, he sector pool of talent
program is "designed to decided against the com•
improve the chances of munity.
-Obviously economics
Kentucky communities
might scream out and defor econmic growth."
Nichols said the pro- mand that livability take
gram aims at adding "the a back seat, but by and
element of community large those factors play a
development to the heavy role," he said.
economic growth equa- - Nichols said he expects
nearly 350 people from
tion.
"Thus we wind up with more than 70 comcommunity appearance munities to attend Thursand community attitude day's conference,
being a consideration for although communities do
community leaders to be not have to attend to parConcerned about as well ticipate in the program.
Nichols said the main
as such things as industrial sites, tax rates, purpose of the conference
utility rates-and available is to explain the program
to the local leaders, who
water," Nichols said.
"What we are trying to will include both public

Nichols said participa-

we can work with.''
The GEAR team will
counsel community
leaders on how to solve
their problems and agree
on a work program, a set
of goals and a timetable.

lion in the program is
flexible and doesn't limit
cities by size or number
"We will work with as
many as we can," he
said. "Only our work load
will determine how many

THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
mAYFIELD, KY

KLINT KELLEY

247-0673 Or

3488

Hog market

Livestock market
lAWISt11.1.E hi AP. , USI/A.
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
150. not enough on offer for an accurate
price test honed offerings steady
Slaughter rows uhlitt 1-3 Y9 00-44 50
cutter 1.3 35 50-39 30. canner and cutter
under MOO lba 33 00-35 50 slaughter
01-5401
bulls grade 1.211634.145 Soul
grade 249 5-41 75 feu good and choice
30-775 lb verders 57 01-5416. choice 345365 lb calves 50 0052 00.
Feeder steers medmin frame 1 300
350 Ito 13 0347 00. medium frame 1-3
316-450 lb. 56 0041 50. 501.746 lbs 54 71.
6001. Mlle frame 2 Holstein 1150.960
lbs 4146-445. *der.Median,rearm I.

1.800.592

ederalatate Market Seas Servta haIntat
5 I 91V
Kentocks famhase Area Hag Markel
Report Inched.,6 But ins Stations
nymph Art 454 FLst 40) Barrows& GaLS
hoer Sous steady iv I Mem
math
$11 1/042 0/1
US 1.2 21.240 lbs
MI 7541 75
US 2 30.210 lb.
011 2541 75
US 31050 Ito
Mb 441 16
US 7-33no-To lbs
Soot
041*0101
US 1 270.350 lb.
$11441 01
L'S 1-3349.434101
11143.16
US 1.34341-501101
013 *0141
US 1 -335643460
$1744142
US 3.33-301 lbs
Boen 4013 .

230141.614644.16
Far dm swag shoighter steers and
hother.
•
Milan Maw.
hno lit higher butts
almighlat
sandy 06 key VII higher slaughter
raises nod vagera peal) leStrd
thrmigliorit wig. Waged offerings
inea 10 3.16 Moser • feeders firm to 1 00
Inbar.
Maga MC barrows and gilts stead) to
oval; 1-2 716-345 lb. 62 5043 00. sows
110 lower; 14 6I•410 Ma 3503.341 00
4.10410 LOS 64.664201; 300410 lb. 1216.
335. boars over 300 lin 4601, under 300
boil 50

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE
%.1
DISCOUNT
• PHARMACY

Getting
settled
made
simple.
New-town dilemmas

atter

a

your new neighborhood. Shopping areas..
Community opportunities. Special attrac•
tions. Lots of tips to save you time and

-4,4,11.,,Avai,„&0..50*.

money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.

4

3'. h
3..
51 or
7', um101 un,
2 '.
1
3/
Ps
165 ••.
425, on
Mh
•
3.4
55 4,
57.4
14'5
37's -1
170•48 11.4A

fade

'ro'vrAy'vrY,Fivw.v.T40.4
Easily BQRBaYer Aspirin 1.
Transfer Prescriptions i.o,s $1.59

WELCOME WAGON call.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative.
it's my lob to help you make the most of

Stock market
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
Arnenc.Telephone
Cinder
Dupont
Ford
OAF
General Dynamics
Getaral Motors
General Tire
Comdrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oyl
Heubletn
IBM

which is taking the lead in
getting Kentucky
businesses to private
volunteers for the program

..VERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICF

ALEXANDRIA. Ky.
1API.- A bolt of lightning has been blamed for
the accidental deaths of a
15-year-old boy and his
pet dog.
Dr. Morris Garrett,
assistant Campbell County coroner,said witnesses
saw William Brian
Hodges struck outside his
home Wednesday.
Gary Brossart, a friend
of the boy, said he thinks
Hodges was feeding his
dog under a tree during a
thunderstorm that swept
across northern Kentucky.
Hodges was struck at
about 3:30 p.m. and
declared dead on arrival
at St. Luke Hospital.

Lmiustruil Average

plays large part in getting industry

Mary
Hamilton
Asst.
753-5570

NEW

cillelconaigok,
Ingeborg King
'''''' "

Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess

.1
,Ag,AK kg0
AkilvaA,

Cutex

Asst.
492-8348

Smurf
Fun
Buggy

Polish Remover

Just In

K Mart
214. an
Pennell
40. -hi
-Qnker Oats
305
Texaco
no trade
US Tobacco
•
25'.
Wal Mart
a we
Wendy s
12mB 13.4
Wetterau
13 74
C E F Yield
Stock Market furnished b. First or
Michigan

A. A A.),..
verwr\-.A.5.t.A..ipoWiria

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

1
- FREE

Tri-Vi Sol

L

2.37 1
,.. .....y. A.A a.*

Drops With Iron

Blood Pressu
$2.99TestEveryd

Offer Good Today
Through Suridoy Aug 8

'78 Chev. Lev
White A Litomot,r AM FM 8 T,

.15

-ong Bed

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat. and c

WAS $4177.00 NOW $3777"

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
641 S.
Murray
CmAaro

ON(MUT/
MN= IMPTS

v., writ'irf

rAw

Try

TYLENOL

FREE

. of purchase from bin
.10° Strength TYLENOL' Tablet
at's or Capsule 241 Size
Mailmen Refund Limit-13 00

Captain D's

GM

•

EMEXTRA-STRENGTH

I

seafood & hamburgers

GINTSUU.140531011 /MITT MINOR

...like you like it!
Chamette

LAN*

Impale

IT'S TIME FOR MURRAY'S
DOWNTOWN

SIDEWALK SALE

Pik

•MANY STORES WITH BARGAINS INSIDE & OUT
•COME EARLY FOR THE BEST BUYS •BARGAINS GALORE

COME TO THE DOWNTOWN SHOPPING AREA
•

•••••

04,0,44-66°m w-••

- or-.41 0.•

BEST

COPY AVAILABLE
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